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Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) is an excipient with wide-ranging applications in 
the pharmaceutical industry. Particularly in the process of extrusion-spheronization, 
MCC has shown unsurpassed efficiency in terms of process control and end product 
quality. Attempts to prepare spheroids by extrusion-spheronization with very little or 
no MCC have not been encouraging. It has thus been regarded as essential for a well-
controlled system of spheroid production. Inherent variabilities in the physical 
properties of MCC grades sourced from different suppliers have been shown to affect 
MCC’s function and performance.  
 
In this work, physical characterization of fourteen MCC grades in the solid (powder) 
and moistened state were performed. Solid state characterization was primarily 
concerned with flow properties and their interaction with water on the molecular level 
using a dynamic vapor sorption system. From the avalanching behavior of different 
MCC powders, two new indices were proposed to characterize their avalanche flow 
properties and the extent of cohesiveness between particles. Generally, coarser MCC 
grades with narrower size distributions flowed better than the finer grades.   
 
From the drying profiles of moistened MCC masses, the amount of bound water 
associated with different MCC grades was found. Together with their respective 
monolayer capacities determined using dynamic vapor sorption, a simple and rapid 
method of quantifying the thickness of bound water layer on MCC powders was 
developed. Thickness of bound water ranged from one to three layers and was 
affected by particle size, pore volumes and packing densities.  
                                                                                                                                             SUMMARY   
 x
Wet massing behavior of MCCs was investigated using torque rheometry. Several 
derived torque parameters such as peak torque and energies of mixing were mainly 
governed by the packing densities, pore volumes and crystallinity of the MCC 
powders. With the aid of artificial neural network (ANN) and data clustering, a pre-
formulation tool was developed to cluster MCCs into groups of equivalent torque 
rheological profiles. Examination of MCCs in the same group enabled the 
identification of their common attributes that were critical to their wet granulation 
characteristics. In particular, bulk and tapped densities of MCC were found to exert 
the most dominant effects. On the basis that peak torque and energies of mixing 
values were strongly correlated to the properties of MCC spheroids prepared in 
extrusion-spheronization, it was highly probable that spheroid quality would be 
comparable for MCCs in the same group.  
 
This grouping tool provided a basis for interchangeability between MCCs and to 
predict their performance in extrusion-spheronization. Certainly, it also presents 
considerable advantages in expediting pre-formulation studies in MCC. With more 
MCC grades added into the existing pool, it is possible to identify other critical 
properties that could have an effect on the functionality of MCC as a spheronization 
aid. 
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PART I.  INTRODUCTION 
1 PHARMACEUTICAL EXCIPIENTS: THEIR ROLES AND 
CHARACTERIZATION 
Excipients are vital, functional constituents in a drug formulation and there is a strong 
emphasis for their consistency in quality. Thus, quality and source identification are 
one of the most basic requisites for an excipient to be acceptable for use in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Rapid technological innovations and advancements 
have brought about an evolution in the roles of excipients past that of diluent, filler, 
solvent, binder or adjuvant to those of enhancing formulation and processing 
efficiencies, modulating release profiles and optimizing therapeutic efficacies.  
 
1.1 Significance of Excipient Characterization and Classification 
Use of increasingly sophisticated excipients led to a simultaneous rise in the number 
and type of in-house characterization tests performed. Pharmacopoeial monographs 
for excipients are no longer adequate and need to be extended to material 
characteristics influencing their handling and processability. These characteristics 
usually refer to their physico-mechanical and biopharmaceutical properties (Pifferi et 
al., 1999). It is imperative that these tests possess the necessary accuracy and 
precision to detect differences in their critical attributes which can affect their 
functionality and performance especially at the level where they matter in the 
subsequent steps of product development and production. Knowledge of batch 
variation must be acquired to allow necessary adjustments to formulation and 
processing parameters which in turn, ensures product quality. Establishment of a 
database of pertinent physical, chemical, mechanical and biological characteristics of 
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excipients will undoubtedly be of enormous value to the formulation scientists and 
technologists (Heng and Chan, 1997). 
 
However, the desire to achieve perfection in every aspect of product development and 
manufacturing must be matched with economic and commercial viabilities after safety 
and efficacy have been factored in.  This concern is especially critical to generic 
manufacturers. The sheer quantity and variety of excipients available commercially 
make it a time-consuming, laborious and most of all, expensive process to fully 
characterize all excipients used. This is further complicated by the introduction of 
more varied grades by existing suppliers as well as new suppliers who may offer their 
products at more attractive pricing or claimed advantages.  
 
1.2 Recent Trends in Excipient Characterization and Classification 
The success of a pharmaceutical formulation depends very much on an intriguing 
myriad of interactions between the various components present, under the influence of 
an optimized set of processing parameters. Most often, these activities occur in 
tandem to produce the final product of desired characteristics. The complexity of 
multivariate governed systems makes it extremely difficult to quantify individual 
contributions. Any attempt to decipher the roles and effects of a component in a 
piecemeal fashion is not only time-consuming but may not yield the desired outcomes 
even after extensive commitment of time and resources. Evidently, conventional one-
property-at-a-time characterization of excipients, drug actives, intermediates and end 
products are not always favored in this cost-conscious pharmaceutical industry amidst 




There has been a rising popularity in the use of modern computational techniques, 
especially in the form of artificial intelligence, to factor the effects and influences of 
individual components in pharmaceutical formulation, development and production. 
Artificial intelligence can be divided into 2 main types (Agatonovic-Kustrin and 
Beresford, 2000): They include methods and systems that simulate human experience 
and conclusions based on a set of pre-defined rules, as in the case of expert systems or 
systems that attempt to model the way the brain works, e.g. artificial neural networks 
(ANNs).  
 
ANN is a learning/training system based on a computational technique which can 
simulate the neurological processing ability of the human brain (Agatonovic-Kustrin 
and Beresford, 2000). ANNs collate knowledge by recognizing patterns and 
relationships in data and learn through experience or continual training. It consists of 
many single units, known as neurons, connected with coefficients which constitute the 
neural structure. The ANN learns an approximate nonlinear relationship through a 
training process. Training is defined as a search process for the optimized set of 
weight values which can minimize the squared error between the estimated and 
experimental data of units in the output layer. During the training process, the inter-
unit connections are optimized until the error in prediction is minimized and a desired 
level of accuracy is attained. Once the network is trained, it can be continuously fed 
with new input information to predict the desired output or pharmaceutical responses.  
 
Although this is a relative new field, it has found wide applications in pharmaceutical 
research. Dissolution profiles of matrix controlled release theophylline spheroids have 
been predicted using ANN and yielded promising results in terms of the accuracy of 
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prediction (Peh et al., 2000). Prediction methods for pharmacokinetic parameters and 
their variability in bioequivalence studies involving patients administered with 
verapamil were developed using ANN. From these studies, the researchers were able 
to identify critical factors that influenced the various pharmacokinetic parameters for 
patients on verapamil. In doing so, a considerable amount of time was saved from the 
otherwise expensive and time-consuming bioequivalence studies and also provided 
inclusion/exclusion criteria for selection of patients to be included in such trials 
(Opara et al., 1999). Considerable work has been done in the optimization of 
pharmaceutical formulations using ANN (Takayama et al., 1999; Takayama et al., 
2003) while others have used it to model spectroscopic and chromatographic data 
(Agatonovic-Kustrin et al., 1999). 
 
Analyzing sequences of data is also known as time series data analysis. It aims to find 
mathematical representations (i.e. finding the inner hidden mappings among data) for 
modeling data and to forecast future values of the time series variable. Both of these 
goals require the identification and description of the pattern of observed time series 
data. Once the pattern is established, it can be interpreted and integrated with other 
data. Regardless of the depth of understanding and validity of the interpretation 
(theory) about a given data set, extrapolation can be made to identify patterns for 
predicting future events and comparing between different patterns. Due to their power 
to elucidate the interconnectivity between variables in the dataset, neural networks 
can be successfully employed in many time series data applications, such as speech 
synthesis, video surveillance and finance forecasting. Rheological measurements of 
microcrystalline celluloses (MCCs) are also forms of time series data and may be 
analyzed as such.  
INTRODUCTION 
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Neural networks provide linear algorithms capable of representing complex non-
linear mapping and they can approximate any regular input sequence (Bishop, 1991). 
Their learning ability from training data makes them an important tool for time series 
analysis. On the other hand, there are different topologies of neural networks that may 
be employed for time series modeling. Among them, radial basis function networks 
had been shown to possess considerably better scaling properties, especially when the 
number of hidden neurons was increased (Robel, 1996). While ANN is useful in 
modeling and understanding complicated relationships within a given data set, it is 
inadequate in situations where there is a requisite to achieve some form of objective 
clustering.  
 
In pre-formulation studies, ANN had been utilized to predict the physico-chemical 
properties of amorphous polymers such as their glass transition temperatures, 
rheological behaviors and hydration characteristics (Ebube et al., 2000). After the 
ANN was trained with experimental data from polymer blends of known physico-
chemical properties, it was able to predict the properties of different polymers and 
showed good correlation between water uptake and glass transition temperatures. This 
study highlighted the usefulness of ANN as a pre-formulation tool for the 
characterization of amorphous polymers. More significantly, it heralded the 
introduction and incorporation of artificial intelligence in the pharmaceutical industry 
especially in pre-formulation studies where physical characterization and excipient 
selection are often the most time-consuming and difficult tasks.  
 
Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) is a technique that involves the analysis of 
similarity or dissimilarity between a given set of factors or objects (Borg and Groenen, 
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1997). Every factor is represented as a point in the geometric space and the distance 
between points are indicative of the differences between them. In short, it provides a 
visual representation of the distribution of various factors or parameters in a two-
dimensional space. Although MDS was initially developed for the field of 
computational and statistical studies, it was subsequently employed in diverse 
disciplines including socio-epidemiology, psychotherapy and biological sciences to 
analyze patterns and trends that would otherwise be too tedious or difficult to perform 
using existing methods.  
 
Despite its advantages and benefits, there are few pharmaceutical applications of this 
technique. In fact, it was only reported by Barr et al. (2004) recently as a means to 
analyze and sort x-ray diffractograms into related clusters which can be further 
characterized to identify the polymorphs present. Other approaches for matching and 
sorting x-ray diffractograms include the use of specialized computer softwares which 
employ both parametric and non-parametric statistics. Compared to these methods, 
MDS was able to overcome problems that arose from only using representative peaks 
in the diffractogram (Barr et al., 2004). This allows a more accurate method to cluster 
and match unknown diffractograms with the existing ones in the database.  
 
2 MICROCRYSTALLINE CELLULOSE 
2.1 Structure and Manufacture 
MCC is manufactured by hydrolyzing highly purified wood pulp in acidic medium, 
usually dilute mineral acid solution. During hydrolysis, the amorphous region is 
removed by cleaving the β-1, 4 glucosidic linkages between the glucopyranose units, 
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resulting in water-soluble cello-oligosaccharides and glucose. These water-soluble 
components were subsequently removed by repeated rinsing and filtration. Following 
neutralization and mechanical agitation of the aqueous slurry, the free microcrystals 
of MCC are obtained. 
 
These microcrystals or microfibrils (5–10 nm in width) are composed of tight bundles 
of cellulose chains, typically 200–300 units long, present in a rigid linear arrangement.  
Adjacent cellulose chains are held together by hydrogen bonds between their 
hydroxyl groups. In other words, each fragment (5 nm wide and 100–150 nm long) of 
cellulose microfibril constitutes an element of MCC. Together, these elements are 
hydrogen bonded to form much larger crystallite aggregates that are referred to as 
primary MCC particles (Iijima and Takeo, 2000). The structure of MCC is shown in 
Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1 Molecular structure of MCC. n = 200–300. 
 
2.2 Available Forms of MCC 
Depending on the subsequent processing steps employed, three different types of 
MCC products can be prepared (Fig. 2). They are powdered MCC, colloidal MCC and 
cream paste MCC. Colloidal or cream paste MCC is obtained by subjecting 
























1) Controlled acid hydrolysis 
 
















cellulose microfibrils and crystallite aggregates. Commercial MCC products used in 
the pharmaceutical industry are summarized in Tables 1–2. 
 
2.2.1 Powdered MCC 
Powdered MCC is readily obtained by filtration and spray drying of the neutralized 
slurry from acid hydrolysis. Dried MCC particles are free flowing and porous as they 
are aggregates of many primary MCC particles (crystallites) tightly bound by 
hydrogen bonding. These aggregates possess many dislocations and slip planes that 
can fracture and realign during compression. As this deformation is plastic, permanent 
bonds are formed. This gives rise to strong and dense tablets with minimal occurrence 
of capping. Capillary action of its surface pores makes MCC highly absorptive. Hence, 
it functions very well as a carrier for liquids without compromising its flow and 
compressibility. Its high porosity also facilitates wetting and rapid drying in wet 
processes.   
 
With many favorable attributes and versatility, MCC is widely used in many 
industries. In pharmaceutical products, it is primarily employed as binder/diluent in 
oral tablets and capsules. It has lubricant and disintegrant abilities, making it useful in 
tablet formulations. In wet granulation processes, particularly for spheroid production, 
MCC is crucial in achieving robust and well controlled processes that yield highly 
spherical products with narrow size distributions. The indispensable role of MCC in 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2.2 Colloidal MCC 
Colloidal MCC is a co-processed blend of MCC and water-soluble cellulose 
derivative or polysaccharide e.g. sodium carboxymethyl cellulose and xanthan gum. 
These hydrocolloids form a barrier coat on the MCC particles to prevent adjacent 
particles from agglomeration during the drying process. When added to water, the 
hydrocolloids hydrate and dissolve to allow independent dispersion of the MCC 
particles. These dispersed MCC particles in turn, form a three-dimensional network 
structure that confers the unique sol-like functionality to these colloidal MCC grades 
in water.  
 
Suspensions of colloidal MCC exhibit thixotropic behavior where the hysteresis 
becomes more marked at higher MCC concentrations (Falkiewicz, 1980). This shear 
thinning characteristic makes them more readily handled during production and more 
stable during its shelf life. Furthermore, a very large water retentive capacity is 
imparted by the three-dimensional network structure which also prevents heat and 
pressure induced syneresis.  
 
Pharmaceutical uses of colloidal MCC grades are often limited to the preparation of 
suspensions and gels. However, their applications in the food industry are far more 
varied. Unlike other water-soluble gums, suspensions of colloidal MCC are less 
viscous and impart a refreshing texture to foods and beverages (Iijima and Takeo, 
2000). Consequently, the presence of MCC in foodstuffs brings about a unique body 
and “mouth feel” to creamy foods by enhancing their form-retention properties. 
Colloidal MCC grades have also been employed as fat replacements due to their 
comparable rheological and textural properties as well as appearance in foods 
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containing oils and fat. Since MCC cannot be digested by humans, it helps to reduce 
the effective calorie content of foods and provides a source of insoluble dietary fiber.  
 
2.3 Source Variation in MCC 
As MCC is an excipient with many uses, it is no surprise that there are many MCC 
manufacturers globally. While different brands or grades of MCC can meet 
pharmacopoeial specifications, inter-grade variability still exists. Much of this has 
been attributed to differences in the source, composition of plant material and 
processing conditions employed in its manufacture. Manufacturing processes include i) 
treatment (acidic or alkaline treatment) with differences in the extent of breakdown 
and bleaching sequence, ii) mechanical processes such as milling and spray drying 
and iii) conditions used in the chemical reactions e.g. hydrolysis. These differences 
are subsequently reflected as variation in their fundamental physico-chemical 
properties, such as particle size and size distribution, crystallinity, micromeritic and 
packing properties such as bulk and tapped densities. 
 
Cellulose has been found to exist in two polymorphic forms, Cellulose I and Cellulose 
II. While Cellulose I is the native polymorph, Cellulose II is the solubilized and 
regenerated or recrystallized form of Cellulose I. Source-dependent polymorphism of 
MCC was reported by Chatrath et al. (1991) and Landin et al. (1993a) where the x-
ray diffractograms (XRD) of MCC grades sourced from various suppliers were 
compared and examined. Though all the MCC grades possessed comparable percent 
crystallinities, the diffractogram of Unimac MG 100 exhibited a distinct shoulder 
around 20.5o (2θ) which was characteristic of Cellulose II. The rest of the MCC 




In a more recent study by Heng and Koo (2001), Avicel PH 301, Avicel PH 302, 
Pharmacel 101 and Pharmacel 102 were found to exhibit this additional shoulder in 
their respective diffractograms as well, indicating the presence of Cellulose II. Apart 
from the existence of two polymorphic forms, batch or source variation was also 
manifested in the crystallinity indices of various MCC grades (Rowe et al., 1994) 
although this difference was not marked in that particular range of MCCs investigated.  
 
In another paper by Landin et al. (1993b), batch variation from the same supplier 
(Edward Mendell) was investigated. Two batches of MCC, differing in pulp type and 
manufacturing process, were compared to a standard MCC grade. These two factors 
were found to affect the hemicellulose and lignin contents in MCC which influenced 
the swelling properties (hydrophilic hemicellulose) and hydrophobic behavior of 
MCC (lignin). The type of pulp used also affected the specific surface areas and pore 
structures of resultant MCC powders even though the size and size distributions, 
compressibilities, flow properties and their equilibrium moisture uptake were 
unaffected.  
 
One of the first few studies on the effect of MCC source variation on pharmaceutical 
processes was reported by Doelker et al. (1987) who compared the tableting 
properties of sixteen different MCCs. The effect of MCC grade on tablet tensile 
strength was explored by Whiteman and Yarwood (1988). A total of seven MCC 
grades (including the standard grade, Avicel PH 101) were characterized for their 
physical properties and used in tablet preparation. In general, different MCC grades 
gave tablets of varying tensile strengths and compaction profiles. Though the effects 
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of MCC particle size on the tensile strength of tablets have been reported by Khan and 
Pilpel (1986), particle size alone was insufficient to account for the dissimilarities in 
the observed compaction pressure–tensile strength profiles. This was because some 
MCC grades with similar size and span gave tablets of markedly different strengths.  
These reports suggested the involvement of other factors or physical properties which 
could have contributed to inter-particulate bonding during compaction.  
 
MCC source variation was further extended to their wet massing (granulation) 
behaviors in a study conducted by Parker and Rowe (1991). Using three different 
MCC grades, the authors aimed to correlate the source of MCC to observed changes 
in their solid state, thermodynamic and particulate properties. Rheological properties 
of the wet massed MCCs determined using a mixer torque rheometer were found to be 
distinctly different for these three MCC grades studied. These observations coincided 
with those of Rowe and Sadehnejad (1987) albeit the smaller number of MCC grades 
investigated. 
 
Examination of particle morphologies under the scanning electron microscope 
revealed disparities in particle shape and size of different MCCs. These disparities 
affect the degree of densification which in turn, governs the liquid requirement during 
wet massing. Since spherical particles were found to pack better than irregularly 
shaped particles, the amount of liquid needed for granulation was correspondingly 
reduced. Comparable enthalpies of immersion suggested that the proportion of 
anhydroglucose units in amorphous regions of MCC molecules was similar between 
various MCCs. However, when their surface areas were taken into consideration, 
differences in their interaction with water were better manifested. For MCCs with 
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larger surface areas, more water molecules were needed to form the multi-molecular 
layers of free water on their surfaces (Parker and Rowe, 1991). 
 
A more extensive range of MCC grades was characterized and correlated to their 
performance in extrusion-spheronization (Heng and Koo, 2001). Some critical 
properties, namely packing densities and pore volumes, were identified as having 
strong influences on spheroid quality.  
 
Effects of the type and origin of MCC products on capsule filling were investigated 
by Patel and Podczeck (1996). A total of eight MCC grades differing mainly in 
particle size were evaluated and their properties were related to the coefficient of 
capsule fill weight variation. Ultra-fine MCC grades such as Avicel PH 105 failed to 
yield properly filled capsules due to extremely poor flowability. Disintegration time 
of capsules was affected by MCC particle size whereby products of those intermediate 
size grades (60–70 µm) exhibited noticeably wider variability.  
  
Therefore, it is apparent that resultant inconsistencies in MCC characteristics 
compromise the control of critical process parameters during pharmaceutical 
manufacture. This could bring about considerable loss of time and resources due to 
products that may fail to meet specifications. 
 
3 PHARMACEUTICAL USES OF MCC 
Pharmaceutical uses of both powdered and colloidal MCC have been summarized in 
Tables 1 and 2. Owing to its superior compression characteristics, MCC was initially 
developed and marketed as a directly compressible excipient for tableting. However, 
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it is the utility of MCC in wet granulation, particularly in spheroid production, that 
generated enormous amount of research interest in the past few decades. 
 
3.1 Pharmaceutical Granulation–Overview 
Granulation is a process of particle size enlargement, whereby fine or powdered 
particles are bound together, in the presence of a binder or compressive forces, to 
produce aggregates of sufficient physical strength.  The aggregates thus formed are 
referred to as “granules” or “spheroids” if they are of high sphericity. Pharmaceutical 
granulation techniques include pan granulation, wet massing, spray drying, fluid bed 
granulation, extrusion-spheronization, roller compaction, slugging, melt granulation, 
powder layering, microwave granulation and rotary processing among others.  
 
In order to understand the process of granulation, it is necessary to understand the 
mechanisms of particle bonding. Five mechanisms responsible for the agglomeration 
of particles have been identified by Rumpf (1962) and are as follows: i) Adhesive and 
cohesive forces caused by adsorbed liquid films which serve as binder bridges, ii) 
solid bridges built up by chemical reactions, crystallization processes and 
solidification of melted components, iii) inter-particulate attractive forces such as van 
der Waals or electrostatic forces, iv) inter-locking between fibrous or bulky particles 
and lastly, v) interfacial forces and capillary pressures at movable liquid surfaces.  
 
Depending on the granulation method employed, granule growth mechanisms may 
vary. Nonetheless, formation and gradual enlargement of agglomerates to the final 
granules from an initial system of discrete individual particles occur in a rather similar 
manner. Addition of binder material to primary solid particles results in the 
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development of the first agglomerates which will become the nuclei for subsequent 
growth (nucleation). Agglomerate size continues to increase as more particles are 
continually added to the primary nuclei. This happens via coalescence and layering.  
Eventually, the agglomerates reach a certain optimal size which represents a balance 
between the amount of added binder and cohesive strength attained. At this stage, the 
end point of granulation is said to be achieved. If the intensity of agitation is 
maintained without further addition of binder, only small variations in granule size 
occurs via abrasion transfer which tends to modify granule shape instead of its size 
(Augsburger and Vuppala, 1997). 
 
3.2 Wet Granulation–Spheronization 
Spheronization is a wet agglomeration process that converts fine powders or granules 
of bulk drugs and excipients into small (0.5 to 1.5 mm), discrete and free-flowing 
spherical units referred to as pellets or spheroids (Ghebre-Sellasie, 1989a). Together 
with tablets, spheroid-filled capsules are amongst the most commonly employed oral 
controlled or modified release drug delivery systems in the pharmaceutical industry. 
The use of spheroids allows flexibility in the design and development of controlled 
release dosage forms by blending spheroids with varying release profiles.  
 
As drug delivery systems, controlled release spheroids contribute favorably to the 
therapeutic effects of drug actives by i) reducing gastrointestinal irritation, ii) 
minimizing dose dumping, iii) maximizing drug absorption and, iv) reducing peak 
plasma fluctuations and potential side effects without compromising drug 
bioavailability (Ghebre-Sellassie, 1989a). For the manufacturer, spheroids also offer 
technological advantages such as improved flow properties, low friability and low 
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surface area to volume ratio which makes them suitable candidates for coating 
(Vervaet et al., 1995). Furthermore, spheroids can be formulated to deliver two or 
more different drug entities (that may not be chemically compatible) for release at the 
same or different sites in the gastrointestinal tract (Ghebre-Sellassie, 1989a).  
 
Spheroids may be prepared by extrusion-spheronization, solution/suspension layering, 
rotary processing, high shear/melt granulation and powder layering. Other less widely 
employed methods of spheronization include spray congealing/drying, balling and 
compression.  
 
3.2.1 Mechanisms of Agglomerate Formation in Wet Granulation 
Inter-particulate bond formation during wet granulation depends on the formation and 
strength of liquid bridges between the particles. The extent of liquid bridging is 
dependent on the amount of binder liquid and intra-particulate porosity. Liquid 
saturation in a system can be attained by two modes, continuous liquid addition and/or 
densification of agglomerates (Schaefer, 1996). In either case, liquid saturation 
changes sequentially from the pendular to funicular followed by capillary and finally, 
droplet state.  
 
Initially, the binder liquid forms discrete lens-like rings at the contact points between 
particles due to the low ratio of binder liquid to void volume (pendular). Inter-
particulate attraction is caused by surface tension of the binder liquid and negative 
suction pressures generated at the liquid bridges (Ghebre-Sellassie, 1989b). In the 
funicular state, particles are connected via the binder liquid present between them and 
several particles are held together to form an agglomerate. The capillary state is 
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reached when inter-particulate void spaces are completely filled with binder liquid. A 
negative capillary pressure is created by the extension of binder liquid to the 
periphery of those pores present at the agglomerate surface. This pressure helps to 
bind the particles together. Further increases in binder liquid volume results in 
agglomerates being engulfed by the excess binder liquid which holds particles 
together by its surface tension.  
 
Higher degrees of liquid saturation reduced inter-particulate forces that augment the 
plasticity of agglomerates (Schaefer, 1996). This allows greater deformability of the 
agglomerates when they collided during wet massing. Thus, the likelihood of 
agglomerate growth by coalescence is enhanced. Furthermore, greater surface 
plasticity was necessary for agglomerates to be successfully remodeled by roundening 
off and smoothening during spheronization (Pinto et al., 1992).  
 
3.2.2 Extrusion-Spheronization 
Extrusion-spheronization is a multi-step granulation process that is used to 
manufacture highly spherical agglomerates of narrow size distribution. Materials are 
first dry blended to achieve a homogenous powder mixture and then moistened to 
produce a sufficiently wetted plastic mass. This mass is then screened to form 
cylindrical extrudates which are broken down and rounded in a spheronizer to form 
spherical agglomerates or spheroids. They are then dried and sieved to attain the 
target size fraction. Process steps involved in extrusion-spheronization and the 




Earlier reported works in extrusion-spheronization were mainly focused on evaluating 
the effects of process and formulation variables on end product quality so as to 
optimize the process of spheroid production (Bains et al., 1991; Fielden et al., 1992a; 
Fielden et al., 1992b; Bataille et al., 1993; Tapia et al., 1993; Baert and Remon, 1993; 
Goskonda et al., 1994; Dyer et al., 1995; Vervaet and Remon, 1996). Process 
variables included: choice of extruder (ram, cylinder, radial, axial, dome), spheronizer 
plate design (cross hatched, teardrop shaped) as well as their operating levels (speed, 
duration). Formulation considerations included the type and proportion of binder or 
granulating liquid used as well as their drug loading capacities and the choice of 
spheronization aid used. Some related findings in this area have been summarized in a 
comprehensive review by Vervaet et al. (1995).  
 
Although extrusion-spheronization is comparatively more labor-intensive and time-
consuming than other spheronization techniques, especially the single pot processes 
like rotary processing, it is still the method of choice for the production of spheroids 
intended for oral multi-particulate drug delivery.  This is because of the robustness of 
its operation, good process control and reproducibility as well as the desirable end 
product attributes. In the presence of an appropriate quantity of spheronization aid, 








    
 




















Figure 3 Extrusion-spheronization and its related process variables. 
• Mixing of powdered 
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3.2.3 Role of MCC in Extrusion-Spheronization 
3.2.3.1 Function 
In order to prepare high quality spheroids by extrusion-spheronization, the moistened 
powder mass must possess certain rheological properties (Chatlapalli and Rohera, 
1998a). During extrusion, it must be able to form a cohesive yet plastic mass that 
remains homogenous throughout the extrusion process. For spheronization, a precise 
balance between plasticity and brittleness of the extrudates is needed to proceed 
through the process effectively. Very often, wetted powder materials alone do not 
possess the ideal characteristics to yield good spheroids. Hence, a spheronization aid 
is necessary to alter their rheological properties so as to achieve the desired state for 
successful spheroid production. 
 
The ability of a spheronization aid to function effectively hinges greatly on the 
presence of an intra-particulate liquid repository together with the presence of good 
packing and cohesive properties. The spheronization aid must be able to absorb 
excess water available by means of storage voids, which act as mini-reservoirs that 
can regulate the uptake and release of water under specific pressure conditions 
experienced during extrusion and spheronization. Availability of this stored water for 
lubrication and surface plasticity is dictated by variation in shear forces imparted to 
the wetted mass during extrusion and spheronization. As extrusion-spheronization is 
basically a packing process, materials that can pack more closely will be able to form 
extrudates and subsequently spheroids, more readily.  Lastly, cohesiveness of the 
wetted mass (especially under the influence of strong hydrogen bonding) is crucial to 
maintaining the integrity of extrudates by binding the various components together. 
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Lack of cohesiveness will result in the fragmentation of spheroids when they are 
subjected to mechanical stress (Liew et al., 2005). 
 
A wide range of materials have been investigated as extrusion/spheronization aids. 
They can be broadly classified as additives to facilitate extrusion-spheronization 
(Table 3) or alternative spheronization aids (Table 4). In the case of additives, they do 
not function as spheronization aids per se but rather, as additives to enhance the 
effectiveness of the main spheronization aid. A comparison between various proposed 
spheronization aids and the properties of their spheroids is shown in Table 5.   
 
Most of these materials possess some form of physical likeness to MCC, such as 
insolubility in water/alcohol but are hydrophilic and have the capability to absorb 
water. However, many of them lack the binding ability of MCC and necessitate the 
inclusion of binders to the formulation before spheroids of acceptable quality can be 
successfully formed. Furthermore, when these excipients were used, their spheroid 
quality was often reported (Kleinebudde, 1993; Lindner and Kleinebudde, 1994; 
Alvarez et al., 2003; Shah et al., 1995; Tho et al., 2002; Tho et al., 2003; Bornhöft et 
al., 2005) to be inferior to those prepared with MCC, in spite of efforts expended in 
optimization and process control. 
 
The unsurpassed efficiency of MCC in extrusion-spheronization has been attributed to 
its high internal porosity and large surface area. This enables the moistened mass to 
retain a large amount of usable moisture for lubrication during extrusion (Shah et al., 
1995) without bringing about its own dissolution. While many excipients are able to 
hydrate in the presence of water, they lack an internal water storage which has 
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Table 3. Additives to facilitate/enhance the effectiveness of a spheronization aid. 
Excipient(s) Role/function Reference(s) 
Surface active agents e.g. 
sodium lauryl sulphate 
 
Plasticization enhancers  
 
Mesiha and Valles, 
1993; 








Santos et al., 2002; 
Agrawal et al., 2004 
 







Adhesive binders Shah et al., 1995;  
Law and Deasy, 1998 
Chatlapalli and 
Rohera, 1998b 
Hydrophobic or waxy 
materials e.g. liquid paraffin, 
glyceryl palmitostearate 
 
Lubricants Law and Deasy, 1997 




Improve plasticity of the 





Law and Deasy, 1997 
Weak bases and acids e.g. 
hydroxides and carbonates, 
citric and fumaric acids 
 
 
Drug release and 
dissolution enhancers  


















L-hydroxypropylcellulose  Kleinebudde, 1993 
 
Powdered cellulose   Lindner and Kleinebudde, 





 Shah et al., 1995 
 
Pectinic acid   Tho et al., 2002; Tho et al., 
2003 
 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































adequate rigidity to modulate the amount of water released under pressure for 
lubrication during extrusion (Liew et al., 2005). This moisture then plasticizes the 
extrudates surface in order to remodel their shape into spheroids during 
spheronization (Mesiha and Valles, 1993). Additionally, the ability of MCC to form 
strong hydrogen bonds (between hydroxyl groups and the surrounding water) is 
critical to its performance. This strong bonding holds the components of the wetted 
mass together as a cohesive mass that retains its strength under the shear forces 
induced by the extrusion and spheronization processes. To date, MCC is the ideal 
excipient to achieve this precise control and balance of water movement in and out of 
its pores during extrusion-spheronization.  
 
3.2.3.2 Mechanism of action 
Owing to its unique capability of acting as an excellent extrusion-spheronization aid, 
the role of MCC in spheroid formation has been a subject of great interest and much 
debate over its mechanism of action among researchers in this field. So far, two 
models have been proposed to elucidate its mechanism of action. They are the sponge 
model (Fielden et al., 1988) and the crystallite-gel model (Kleinebudde, 1997; 
Kleinebudde, 1998). 
 
Fielden et al. (1988) had described MCC as a molecular sponge due to its ability to 
retain a large amount of water yet allowing this stored water to evaporate with great 
ease. This feature is believed to be crucial in controlling water movement or 
distribution within wetted powder masses that were to be subsequently extruded and 
spheronized. The ‘sponge’ model has its basis in the various stages of liquid 
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saturation (Section 3.2.1) that is commonly used to explain wet granulation processes, 
including extrusion-spheronization. 
 
On the other hand, a delicate crystallite-gel network formed by cross-linking single 
MCC crystallites at the amorphous ends was proposed as a possible alternative to the 
sponge model (Kleinebudde, 1997; Kleinebudde, 1998). Based on this model, all 
MCC particles were broken down to crystallite dimensions, possibly down to 
individual crystals during granulation and extrusion, accounting for the relative 
insignificance of MCC particle size. It was also hypothesized that higher liquid 
requirements during extrusion resulted from the formation of an MCC gel rather than 
liquid bridges.  
 
More importantly, the gel model appeared to explain the failure of other materials to 
function as spheronization aids. Formation of hydrogen bonds at the amorphous ends 
of MCC crystallites during the drying of their spheroids was known as an autohesion 
effect (Kleinebudde, 1997). Autohesion was thought to be responsible for creating a 
stable matrix that could neither disintegrate nor dissolve. Although other materials 
such as bentonite and kaolin were able to form gels in their wet state, the lack of 
autohesion compromised the coherence and strength of their spheroids. Hence, their 
capabilities as spheronization aids were inferior to MCC. 
 
Subsequently, Ek and Newton (1998) pointed out that it was unlikely for MCC 
particles to be sheared into smaller subunits because the shear forces involved were 
relatively low compared to those experienced in other granulation techniques like 
high shear granulation. Moreover “the individual particles of MCC are very difficult 
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to reduce further in size to colloidal dimensions by mechanical means.” Besides, the 
crystallite-gel model was not deemed to be necessary or appropriate in accounting for 
the strength of MCC agglomerates and the role of hydrogen bonding in this 
phenomenon. This was because aggregates of MCC could also be held together by 
van der Waals forces instead of hydrogen bonds (Evans and Luner, 1989). 
 
Conversely, if MCC behaves like a molecular sponge absorbing water during 
granulation, it would explain why formulations containing higher levels of MCC can 
function over a broader liquid content. Variations in the performance and liquid 
requirements of different MCC grades were due to differences in their extent of 
interaction with water (Ek and Newton, 1998). This was in turn, brought about by 
differences in their physical properties. Under spheronization conditions, water 
expressed from the pores aids in surface plasticization and deformation of the 
extrudates to round them off into spheroids.  
 
Until new evidence is submitted in support of the crystallite-gel model, the sponge 
model is still better accepted although both models have their limitations. A 
substantial amount of work has to be done before all questions can be answered.  
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4 PRE-FORMULATION STUDIES ON MCC 
In the preceding sections, source variation among MCC grades and its impact on the 
role and performance of MCC in several aspects of pharmaceutical processing was 
briefly summarized.  Among the multitude of characterization tests that could be 
performed, only a select number of physical properties were evaluated. Taking into 
consideration the unique functionality of MCC in wet granulation, it was essential that 
both the MCC powders and their wetted masses were characterized. These properties 
were believed to influence the wet massing behavior and extrusion-spheronization 
performance. In particular, their flow properties and interactions with water were of 
greater interest to this study. Hence, the following section discusses various aspects of 
these characterization tests.  
 
4.1 Solid State Characterization 
4.1.1 Flow Properties 
4.1.1.1 Flow patterns and common problems associated with powder flow 
Use of bulk solids in any pharmaceutical process involves several other practical 
considerations such as its storage, handling and conveyance. A critical property of 
bulk (particulate) solids that governs these issues is flow. In particular, the ease and 
ability of a powdered material to flow is one of the perennial problems encountered in 
formulation and production of pharmaceutical solid dosage forms. 
 
Flow properties of powders can be described in their flow patterns, mass flow and 
funnel flow. Mass flow is clearly more desirable as all the particles (within the bulk) 
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are in motion when the material is being discharged. In order to achieve this, several 
conditions relating to intrinsic material properties (particle size, size distribution and 
cohesiveness) as well as the hopper design must be met. The hopper wall should be 
steep and smooth to ensure that the body of particles flows together simultaneously. 
In funnel flow, powder movement is sectorial and restricted to the material above the 
discharge outlet. Material on the periphery remain stationary (dead zones) until the fill 
level has decreased sufficiently.  
 
Pre-production handling of bulk powders can be affected by three size-related 
problems: arching (or doming), piping and segregation. In arching, a stable dome 
forms at the outlet area and an external force such as induced vibration may need to 
be applied before the bulk powder can move. Piping occurs when flow is only 
observed for the materials directly above the outlet of the silo or storage bin while the 
materials on the periphery remain stationary. One of the most severe forms of 
segregation can be attributed to variations in particle size distribution. As coarse 
particles have larger masses, they tend to roll along the heap to the periphery region 
whereas finer particles remain in the center, along the axis of the heap. Consequently, 
finer particles will be discharged first, followed by the coarser particles.  
 
4.1.1.2 Impact on pharmaceutical processes 
Flow problems affect many unit operations such as handling and conveyance, and 
vital production processes, especially in tableting and capsule filling. Technological 
advances in equipment design, driven by strategic economic and regulatory 
considerations, have markedly enhanced the cost-effectiveness and safety of tablet 
presses and capsule filling machines capable of ever higher production throughput.  
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Favorable equipment designs must be complemented with equally superior material 
quality so as to attain the high production throughput desired without compromising 
operator safety. One vital material property that is necessary to complement high 
speed capsule filling machines and tablet presses is good flow. Delivery of materials 
into the dies must match the compaction or filling speed without compromising the 
mass or volume consistency to bring about uniformity in dosing. Thus, efforts 
required for improving or ensuring favorable flow properties of feed materials should 
not be undermined.  
 
Failure to address flow-related concerns can result in costly consequences which 
include failure of product batches through defective products (capping, lamination, 
poor content and weight uniformity) that did not meet specifications, to even 
equipment damage and inability to meet production schedule.  Due to the significant 
and wide-ranging impact of material flow in pharmaceutical production, many 
methods have been developed to evaluate the flow properties of bulk powders. As 
flow assessment methods and testing equipment differ in mathematical bases and 
design, it is of interest to examine these methods and look at alternative methods to 
evaluate powder flow. Additionally, flow characterization should be carried out in a 
testing equipment which can simulate the actual physical phenomena involved in the 






4.1.1.3 Flow assessment methods 
4.1.1.3.1 Conventional methods 
Conventional flow assessment methods include compressibility studies (to derive the 
Carr indices, Hausner ratios and Kawakita constants), evaluation of cohesive and 
adhesive properties using shear cell measurement, critical orifice diameter 
determination and repose angle measurements.  
 
Evaluation of powder flow is influenced by inter-particulate interactions within the 
bulk powder. In many cases, reliability of the values depends on the experimental 
conditions and procedures adopted. A widely used method of flow assessment is the 
determination of repose angles which assesses both frictional and cohesive forces 
within a powder mass. However, it is a difficult method to standardize because 
measurements can be considerably affected by test procedures and conditions such as 
the method of making powder heap, type of surfaces, relative humidity and presence 
of vibrations or drafts. Pronounced differences in repose angles were observed for 
materials that showed similar handling properties (Bell, 2001). In addition, occurrence 
of multiple angles of repose in a single powder heap is not uncommon for cohesive 
materials, especially when the cone formed is not symmetrical. This renders the 
determination of a true representative repose angle difficult and the angles measured 
are best used as qualitative comparators of powder flow properties.  
 
Cohesion is often determined by shear cell measurements which were first proposed 
by Jenike (1961). Basically, this method determines the force required to shear a 
consolidated mass under an applied normal load. Depending on the extent of cohesion, 
yield loci obtained can vary from a straight line through the origin (non-cohesive) to 
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lines of different curvatures. Several modifications have been made to the original 
Jenike shear cell to overcome some of its limitations such as complexity of design, 
reliability of results, simplicity of use and limited shear stroke. Other shear testers 
include rotational split level tester, ring shear tester (Carr and Walker, 1967), flexible 
wall biaxial shear tester (Scarlett et al., 1996; Van de Kraan, 1996) and uniaxial shear 
tester (Pourcel et al., 1999). 
 
Hausner ratios and Carr indices derived from compressibility studies have been well 
received due to the relative ease of determination and excellent reproducibility. More 
notably, they were believed to relate to the actual flow of a wide range of materials. 
Hausner ratio measurement is related to the gain in cohesive strength, following the 
compaction of powders or granular materials. Materials with slight to moderate gain 
in bulk density (Hausner ratio < 1.25) are deemed to be non-cohesive (Bell, 2001). 
Despite their wide applicability, they have some shortcomings. Firstly, correlations 
between Hausner ratios, Carr indices and other measurements are rather poor. Thus, 
generally similar materials are not likely to be well differentiated. In fact, two 
materials with similar Hausner ratios but different densities could behave very 
differently in practice (Bell, 2001). Secondly, measures of compressibility do not 
always relate to the cohesiveness of materials. Lastly, tapped density measurements 
are extremely sensitive to the type of apparatus and the total number of taps applied 
(Bell, 2001; Abdullah and Geldart, 1999). In view of these reasons, it is imperative 
that all conditions are standardized in order to make useful and comparative 





4.1.1.3.2 Avalanche flow method 
Recently, powder avalanches have been applied to flow determination of 
pharmaceutical powders (Lee et al., 2000; Lavoie et al., 2002). Avalanche flow 
experiments are performed using an equipment with a rotating disc (Fig. 4) and it is 
available commercially (AeroFlowTM, TSI Incorporated, USA). The transparent disc 
will be filled with a constant volume fraction of test powder. By rotating the disc, the 
test powder bed will be subjected to increased angles of inclination up to an unstable 
position from which it will avalanche and cascade to create a new stable surface. 
Detection of the sudden shifts brought about by powder avalanches is achieved by the 
degree of obliteration of a light source shone across the disc onto an array of 
photocells behind the filled disc. A voltage will be generated by the photocells, 
depending on the amount of light falling onto them. This is dependent on the area of 
unmasked photocells shielded from the light source by the powder heap at any time 
(Kaye et al., 1995). 
 
The time periods for consecutive avalanches are recorded as T1, T2, T3,...and Tn. The 
data is then presented in the form of a discrete phase space map known as a strange 
attractor plot. The first data point is created using T1 and T2 as the x- and y- 
coordinates, respectively. The second data point is created using T2 and T3 and so 
forth. All data points within the specified test duration are joined together to complete 
the strange attractor plot (Kaye et al., 1995).  The center of this plot is represented by 
the mean time to avalanche which refers to the average time required for a complete 
avalanche. Spread of points around the center is denoted by the scatter which refers to 

















The avalanche flow method can be considered as a dynamic measurement since it 
monitors the flow of powders that are constantly in motion whereas conventional 
methods determine flow properties after the powders have ceased to move. In this 
respect, it can be regarded as a better representation of the actual powder flow 
behavior. Flow properties of six types of excipients were investigated using the 
avalanching powder system (Lee et al., 2000). Importance of considering both the 
numerical descriptors of flow (mean time to avalanche and scatter) and visual 
observations on the type of motion within the powder bed was emphasized in order to 
achieve an accurate conclusion about the flowability. Subsequent to the report by Lee 
et al. (2000), a flowability index based on the standard deviations of raw data 
obtained was introduced (Lavoie et al., 2002).  
 
4.1.2 MCC-Water Interaction 
4.1.2.1 Significance and theoretical basis 
The tendency of materials to absorb water poses significant problems to almost every 
stage of its processing from pre-formulation characterization to actual manufacturing 
in the production site (bulk handling, mixing, hopper flow, compaction) and 
packaging. Many of these unit operations can be affected by the presence or absence 
of moisture. Thus, the role of sorbed moisture cannot be ignored in pharmaceutical 
processing. Even for post production storage, shelf-life studies of products under 
different storage conditions, notably those of relative humidity and temperature 




Despite years of research into solid-water interactions (Zografi and Kontny, 1986; 
Blair et al., 1990; Fielden et al., 1988), the underlying physico-chemical causes of this 
phenomenon such as the relative ease of water vapor molecules to permeate into 
different materials, their subsequent mobilities and behavior within materials are not 
completely understood. The mechanisms involved in this interaction need to be 
elucidated and better predicted before strategies can be better developed to overcome 
the problems posed in handling, storage and use of commercial materials.  
 
Among the techniques available to describe moisture sorption behavior, 
determinations of vapor sorption isotherms show the most promise and practical 
applicability. It is defined as the amount of vapor taken up by the material at a fixed 
partial pressure and temperature. Before the introduction of automated moisture/vapor 
sorption analyzers, sorption isotherms were obtained by weighing samples after 
equilibrating under different fixed humidities. The procedure is often laborious, 
fraught with inaccuracies and painfully long  
 
The study of water-MCC interaction had been actively pursued (Giron, 2002; Fielden 
et al., 1988; Picker and Hoag, 2002).  Particle size was found to influence the degree 
of water binding between different MCC grades. Particle morphology such as particle 
size and shape, surface area and surface roughness can also be critical in governing 
the strength of cohesive forces acting on powder particles (Brunauer et al., 1938). 
 
Water was believed to associate with celluloses by a tri-phasic process. Firstly, water 
binds to adjacent anhydroglucose units of MCC, forming two hydrogen bonds in the 
process. As water content rises, some of the initial bonds between water and the 
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cellulose molecules break, vacating some of the anhydroglucose units for binding 
with newly added water molecules. When the available binding sites are saturated 
with water molecules, further addition of water results in the formation of hydrogen 
bonds between the water molecules (Blair et al., 1990). The portions of water 
associated with these three phases are referred to as tightly bound, loosely bound and 
free or bulk water. The actual amount of water taken up by MCCs is dependent on 
many physical and surface characteristics, to varying extents. 
 
4.1.2.2 Dynamic vapor sorption 
Dynamic vapor sorption has been developed as an automated system to study solid-
moisture interactions (Morris et al., 1994; Adamson and Gast, 1997; Webb and Orr, 
1997; Agrawal et al., 2004; Achanta et al., 2001a; Achanta et al., 2001b). It has also 
been employed to study the gravimetric and structural changes in lactose (Prodduturi, 
2004) during moisture adsorption. Additionally, it was used to quantify extremely low 
amorphous contents in highly crystalline materials (Mihranyan et al., 2004; Lane and 
Buckton, 2000).  
 
In a dynamic vapor sorption system, the sample is suspended on a microbalance 
within a chamber where temperature and humidity conditions are precisely controlled 
to confer high degrees of accuracy and reproducibility. Humidity is regulated by the 
flow of dry nitrogen through switching valves that control the amount of total gas 
flow passing through the humidification stage (Buckton and Darcy, 1995).  
 
The high sensitivity of this system allows a very small sample size requirement of 
down to about 10 mg. In this way, equilibrium can be achieved in a fraction of the 
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time expended for traditional techniques such as equilibrating in desiccators 
containing saturated salt solutions of known relative humidities (% RH). The system 
is fully automated to facilitate accurate moisture adsorption-desorption studies 
without disrupting the equilibrium established within the closed chamber since 
operator intervention is minimal. This ensures avoidance of operator-induced errors as 
well as fluctuations introduced by differences in the external environment.  
 
Extents of solid-moisture interaction analyzed with a dynamic vapor sorption system 
is often described and quantified by the Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer equation. Of 
the parameters defined in this equation, the monolayer capacity (Mo) is most often 
quoted and applied because it represents the amount of adsorbate (water vapor) 
constituting a monolayer of surface coverage on the sample. Unlike the Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller equation (Brunauer et al., 1938), the former introduces a third state of 
sorbed species intermediate to the tightly bound and free states (Zografi and Kontny, 
1986). Moreover, a common limitation of the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller equation is the 
poor prediction of adsorption at extreme relative pressures. This method tends to 
predict too little adsorption at low pressures and too much at high pressures (Hogan 
and Buckton, 2001). Therefore, this equation is only valid and practical at relative 
pressures less than 0.3 whereas the Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer equation can be 
applied across the entire range of relative pressure.  
 
Adsorption isotherms have been described for materials exhibiting various adsorption 
characteristics (Type I–VI isotherms). Among them, Type II isotherms (sigmoidal 
shape) describing multilayer adsorption on mesoporous powder samples are most 
commonly encountered. A distinctive feature of such isotherms is the occurrence of 
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hysteresis whereby the desorption branch is always higher than the adsorption branch 
and displaced towards the latter’s left. This phenomenon has been explained as 
follows: At the start of adsorption, adsorbate molecules are rapidly adsorbed onto the 
most energetic sites on the sample by adhesive and non-specific van der Waal’s forces. 
As relative pressures rise, adsorbate molecules are gradually adsorbed into the pores 
and capillary condensation occurs. With increasing volumes of adsorbate, the pore 
diameter decrease to zero when the entire pore is filled up (Webb and Orr, 1997).  
 
Desorption, on the other hand, occurs in the opposite manner. Initially, adsorbate 
molecules must desorb from the filled pore whose exposed curvature (surface area) is 
much less than the adsorption branch. As a result, desorption is comparatively more 
difficult and the amount of adsorbate desorbing is much less than that adsorbing at the 
same given relative pressure. This disparity in values results in the observed 
hysteresis loop (Mackin et al., 2002). Other researchers have also attributed this 
phenomenon to changes in the polymer chain conformation caused by entry of water 
into the polymeric structure (Hailwood and Horrobin, 1946; Van den Berg et al., 
1975).  
 
4.2 Characterization of Moistened Masses Containing MCC 
Wet granulation is an integral part of pharmaceutical processing and manufacturing. It 
involves a complex mix of interactions between many variables that can contribute to 
the final product quality. Hence, knowledge of the variables and their roles and 
contributions will be extremely useful to better understand the wet granulation 
processes. Prior to the elucidation of these critical effects, it is required that 
information pertaining to the wetted powder mass is acquired.  
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In view of this, characterization of moistened powder masses has become a central 
consideration to process quality control in wet granulation. Particularly for extrusion-
spheronization, the moistened mass containing MCC must fulfill specific rheological 
conditions to ensure that the process can be carried out satisfactorily (Shah et al., 
1995).  
 
4.2.1 Rheological Properties 
4.2.1.1 Mixer torque rheometry 
Mixer torque rheometry was first proposed by Parker et al. (1990) as a method for 
quantifying the consistency of wet granulations and for end-point monitoring. It is a 
reliable and direct method for assessing mixing resistance of moistened powder 
masses in granulation studies (Johansen et al., 1999; Chatlapalli and Rohera, 1998a). 
A mixer torque rheometer measures the resultant torque experienced by its mixer 
blades via a torque arm resting on a calibrated load cell. Direct torque measurements 
resulting from the imposition of a shear force on the material are readily obtained 
(Hariharan and Mehdizadeh, 2002). 
 
Mixer torque rheometry can also be used for understanding mixing kinetics and to 
identify the range and concentration of binder solution needed by a given formulation. 
Measured torque values of wetted powder masses increased progressively with 
increasing binder content up to a maximum. Thereafter, torque values began to 
decrease as a slurry was produced (Parker et al., 1990). This behavior was consistent 




Torque measurements are related to the rheological character or consistency of 
moistened powder masses which in turn, determine whether the granulated mass can 
successfully undergo further processing such as tableting or extrusion-spheronization. 
Several investigators (Hancock et al., 1991; Hancock et al., 1992; Landin et al., 1994; 
Rowe, 1996; Parker et al., 1991) have employed their results obtained from torque 
measurements to relate to changes that happened during wet massing and study 
binder-substrate interactions. They had also explored effects of instrument design, 
mixing kinetics, shaft speed and sample weight on the torque generated and thereby, 
the properties of the wet mass in question.  
 
Johansen et al. (1999) used the mixer torque rheometer to determine properties of 
lactose agglomerates prepared with different grades of polyethylene glycol 
functioning as meltable binders. Mean torque values were affected by the molecular 
weights of polyethylene glycol as well as the duration of mixing. Poor reproducibility 
was observed when the concentration or molecular weight of polyethylene glycol was 
high. Beyond a certain mixing time, size reduction of agglomerates occurred. In 
general, mixing times employed were much longer than conventional wet massing 
because of higher viscosities of the polyethylene glycol grades used and low shear 
forces imparted by the mixer torque rheometer. Therefore, the authors concluded that 
mixer torque rheometry would be more useful and suitable for predicting 
agglomeration properties of powders in low shear equipments or aqueous-based 
granulations.  
 
Chatlapalli and Rohera (1998a) characterized the cohesiveness of diltiazem 
hydrochloride/cellulose mixes. Liquid requirement (isopropyl alcohol) for the 
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diltiazem/hydropropylmethylcellulose system was the lowest and its resultant 
agglomerates could be successfully extruded and spheronized. Compared to MCC, 
the degrees of liquid spreading and wetting were more favorable with 
hydroxypropylmethylcellulose. Due to its organic nature, isopropyl alcohol was 
thought to have weakened or disrupted the hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl 
groups on MCC by replacing the free and loosely bound water.  
 
Rheological requirements of MCC-water mixtures and differences between some 
MCCs were reported by several researchers (Rowe and Sadeghnejad, 1987; 
Luukkonen et al., 1999; Alvarez et al., 2002). In particular, the study conducted by 
Luukkonen et al. (1999) examined the differences between silified and standard MCC 
grades during wet massing. Apart from having a higher specific surface area, better 
flowability and pore size distributions, their physico-chemical properties were 
essentially similar. Yet in spite of this, marked differences were reported in their 
granulation behavior determined with torque rheometry. Given the same water 
content, silified MCC exhibited a greater degree of swelling which suggested that its 
water absorptive capacity was higher. Since the number of liquid bridges formed 
during wet massing increased with the material surface area (Kristensen and Schaefer, 
1987), liquid requirements during wet massing would be correspondingly higher in 
silified MCC. However, the relationship between specific surface area and liquid 
requirements could not be ascertained (Hancock et al., 1992; Chatlapalli and Rohera, 
1998a).  
 
On the contrary, Parker and Rowe (1991) reported that the abovementioned 
relationship was only valid when cellulose particles were convoluted in shape, with 
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numerous folds and cavities. As silification did not induce any gross changes in the 
shape and texture of MCC particles (Tobyn et al., 1998), the amount of liquid needed 
to achieve peak torque values was not significantly different between those two 
MCCs.  
 
Significance of moisture content on the behavior of MCC in extrusion-spheronization 
had been well reported (Iyer et al., 1996; Fielden et al., 1993; Bains et al., 1991; 
Lustig-Gustafsson et al., 1999). While the range of workable water contents for 
preparing spheroids of acceptable quality hinges greatly on the formulation used, it is 
well accepted that a minimum moisture content is a requisite to avoid excessive fines. 
At the other end of the scale, excessive moisture can cause lump formation due to 
poorly controlled agglomeration or even dissolution of active components. Thus, an 
optimum water content exists at which spheroids of desirable physico-mechanical 
properties can be formed.  
 
As torque is related to moisture content and physico-chemical properties of MCC, it 
is imperative that torque measurements will reflect the summative interactions 
between MCC and moisture. This MCC-water interaction bears great significance 
because it governs the performance and functionality of MCC during spheronization. 
The efficiency of MCC as a spheronization aid can only be harnessed when the 
amount of water used for spheroid production is optimal. Outside this range, good 
quality spheroids cannot be produced. Depending on the MCC grade used, this range 
can vary. Knowledge of their rheological behavior allows the technological aptitude 
of different cellulose-water mixtures to be forecasted and this also helps to fine-tune 
the selection of raw materials (Delalonde et al., 2000). 
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4.2.1.2 Other characterization methods 
Prior to the development and introduction of mixer torque rheometry, most reported 
studies on rheological properties of wetted masses were conducted using capillary 
rheometry or ram extrusion and related to their ease of extrusion. While extrusion 
properties (or extrudability) of wetted powders are related to their rheological 
characteristics and can be considered as a subset of which, these two parameters 
should not be deemed as interchangeable or identical. Consequently, techniques 
employed for the determination of extrusion properties will be discussed separately in 
the next section (Section 4.2.2).  
 
Other than torque rheometry which monitors changes in moistened mass consistency 
during mixing, there are only a handful of other methods for measuring wet mass 
rheology. They are compression rheometry (Delalonde et al., 1996) and controlled 
stress rheometry (MacRitchie et al., 2002). A compressor-rheometer is similar to a 
ram extruder except that the base of the barrel can be shut using an unperforated plate 
for compression-relaxation tests.  It consists of a strain-gauged force sensor to 
measure resistances exerted by the material on the piston as well as a potentiometric 
displacement sensor to determine the precise position of the sample within the barrel. 
Compression/relaxation studies on moistened MCC powder (Avicel PH 101) were 
able to demonstrate visco-elasticity in wetted MCC (Delalonde et al., 1996). 
 
A more detailed rheological evaluation of lactose-MCC-water mixture was reported 
by MacRitchie et al. (2002) using creep analysis and oscillatory rheology. Both 
methods revealed shear thinning flow behavior of the wetted mixture although creep 
analysis alone was inadequate in providing a quantitative measure of the critical 
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rheological characteristic for yielding good spheroids. On the contrary, when 
oscillatory rheology was used, there existed a water content range where minimal 
changes in elastic and viscous moduli were seen. This range of water content was 
found to correspond to the best quality spheroids formed (in terms of size, size 
distribution and sphericity). Moreover, oscillatory rheology was also able to establish 
the minimum values for both moduli beyond which spheroids could not be produced.  
 
4.2.2 Extrusion Properties 
4.2.2.1 Characterization methods 
A critical property needed for uniform extrusion is the ability of the wetted mass to 
flow. Extrusion of pharmaceutical materials is more challenging than extrusion of 
typical plastics because pure drug formulations tend not to flow well in the absence of 
flow or extrusion aids. Consequently, pharmaceutical materials tend to compact in the 
screw or have irregular discharges (Luker, 2003). This led to the production of poor 
quality extrudates with severe surface impairments. 
 
Several attempts were made to characterize the extrusion properties of wet powder 
masses using twin screw extrusion (Kleinebudde and Lindner, 1993), ram extrusion 
rheometry (Jerwanska et al., 1995; Chohan and Newton, 1996; Fielden et al., 1992a; 
Tomer et al., 2001) and capillary rheometry (Luukkonen et al., 2001; Harrison et al., 
1987).  
 
The influence of processing and formulation variables on extrusion parameters in a 
twin screw extruder was investigated by Kleinebudde and Lindner (1993). It was 
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concluded that water content exerted the strongest effect on the extrusion process. 
Wetter masses were smoother and often extruded at lower pressures which reduced 
the power consumption correspondingly. Even though screw speed controlled the 
mass flow rate and extrusion pressure, it did not affect the power consumption 
markedly.  
 
Using a ram extruder, Jerwanska et al. (1995) concluded that extrusion will not occur 
until liquid saturation within the wet mass reached 100 %. At this stage, a drastic 
increase in applied force is necessary to initiate the flow of this saturated powder mass 
through the extrusion die. Higher water contents facilitated extrusion by reducing 
particle-particle interactions and material-wall friction which would otherwise impede 
the process.  
 
Ram extrusion behavior of several powdered and colloidal MCC grades were 
analyzed and compared in the study carried out by Chohan and Newton (1996). In 
general, the colloidal grades were more viscous at low shear rates and their extrudates 
which possessed fewer surface defects failed to be rounded into spheroids. Particle 
size of powdered MCCs was not clearly shown to affect their flow or elastic behavior. 
Instead, other physico-chemical characteristics of the MCC grade as well as the level 
of colloidal content were found to have significant effects. MCC grades with similar 
colloidal content tend to possess the same extrusion behavior even though the extent 
of surface impairments of their extrudates varies.  
 
In the study conducted by Luukkonen et al. (2001), a ram extruder was used as a 
capillary rheometer to compare the extrusion properties of MCC and silified MCC. 
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Thereafter, their corresponding flow curves were derived and fitted to existing flow 
models. The flow curves showed shear thinning behavior, indicating that either 
material realignment (rearrangement) or appreciable water movement had occurred 
such that the resistance to flow was lower at higher shear rates. Both MCC grades 
exhibited varying extrusion behaviors at different water contents, reiterating the 
source dependency of MCC-water interactions. Silified MCC proved to be more 
elastic than standard MCC but neither of their observed flow or extrusion behaviors 
fitted well into any of the flow curves.  
 
The authors also compared the use of mixer torque and capillary rheometers for 
characterizing moistened masses and concluded that the former was more suited for 
wet granulation studies because it measures liquid saturation. On the other hand, 
capillary rheometry related better to extrusion due to the expulsion of air during 
compression which effectively diminished the inter-particulate porosity to zero (100 
% liquid saturation). These observations justified the distinction made between 
rheological and extrusion properties in this current study.  
 
4.2.2.2 Instrumentation of extruders 
With the instrumentation of extruders, it is possible to gain a deeper understanding of 
the extrusion process and characterize excipient extrudability based on the extrusion 
forces experienced. Thus far, instrumentation had been performed on gravity feed roll 
extruders (Baert et al., 1991), basket extruders (Vervaet et al., 1994), twin screw 
extruders (Kleinebudde and Lindner, 1993; Shah et al., 1994) and ram extruders 
(Harrison et al., 1985a; Harrison et al., 1985b; Shah et al., 1995) owing to their 
relative ease of instrumentation. A comparative study of four different types of 
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extruders was also reported by Thoma and Ziegler (1998). Findings of these studies 

















• Instrumented with two load cells connected to 
a Wheatstone bridge.  
• The force was transmitted from the shaft to the 
load cell by means of a bearing block.  
• Forces measured at the load cells were 
converted to extrusion forces at the extrusion 
gear wheels using a mathematical relationship. 
• Extrusion forces decreased dramatically with 
increasing water contents; average particle size 
of MCC and α-lactose monohydrate was not 
shown to be a significant effect.  
• A minima in extrusion force was observed 
with increasing lactose content although this 
was not shown for dicalcium phosphate 

























• Wetted masses were filled into the barrel of the 
ram extruder and extruded via a servo-
hydraulic press. 
• Force exerted by the piston was transmitted to 
a calibrated load cell and recorded as a 
function of displacement.  
• Three stages of extrusion were observed: 
Compression, steady state and forced flow. 
• Compression stage was moisture-dependent 
for MCC but not for MCC/lactose mixture. 
• Steady state: Can be achieved or extended by 
increasing moisture content, MCC content or 
ram speed. 
• Forced flow: Exacerbated by lower ram speeds 
due to the formation of a water gradient 
between the plug and the extrudates. 
 
• Extrusion force was measured by a strain-
gauged load cell at the end of the die. 
• Extrudability of the wetted masses could be 
correlated to the quality of formed spheroids.  
• While screen pressure affected the spheroid 
yield, spheroid sphericity was most influenced 
by yield value and tensile strength. 
 
Harrison et al., 
1985a;  































• Instrumented with a power consumption meter 
attached to the motor driving the extruder 
head. 
• Power consumption was clearly dependent on 
the amount of granulating liquid added to the 
system, corroborating with findings. 
• Extrusion screens with larger length/radius 
(L/R) ratio gave smoother and well bound 

















• Instrumented with a pressure and temperature 
transducer mounted in the head of the extruder 
which had two counter-rotating screws 
• Power consumption was calculated as a 
product of the measured voltage and current 
rather than a direct probe. 
• Accuracy in monitoring the extrusion pressure 
was limited due to the measuring range of the 
transducer used. 
• Power consumption was only dependent on the 
rheological properties of the mass, which was 
in turn affected by the water content. 
 
 
• Instrumented by mounting a strain gauge load 
cell tangential to the screen. 
• Resistance experienced by the wet mass during 
extrusion resulted in a force on the load cell. 
• Screen pressure was found to be linearly 



























roll and ram 
extruder 
 
• Main difference: Roll extruder was 
discontinuous whereas the ram extruder 
was continuous. 
• Extrusion force recorded with a ram 
extruder was always greater than roll 
extruder. 
• Ram extruder required lesser water to 
yield spheroids of equivalent quality. 
• Problems associated with water migration 
were more markedly observed in ram 
extruder because it was a continuous 
process. This made its observed extrusion 
pressure more sensitive to changes in 


























• Generally, performance of these extruders 
was formulation dependent.  
• Apart from the axial screw extruder 
which failed to extrude formulas 
containing > 60 % of soluble ingredients, 
the remaining extruders were able to 
extrude all the formulations successfully.  
• The axial screw and ram extruder showed 
the highest heat generation and the former 
yielded extrudates with the least surface 
roughness.  
• Ram speed exerted a very strong 
influence on extrudate quality. At reduced 
ram speeds, shark skinning diminished 
but water migration between extrudate 
and plug increased. 
• Sodium carboxymethylcellulose in 
colloidal MCC grade reduced wall shear 
stress in die and increased extrudate 
strength, making them smoother and 
longer. 
• However, extrudates were also less prone 
to breakage due to higher elasticity which 







































PART II. OBJECTIVES 
MCC is an excipient with many applications in the pharmaceutical industry. 
Especially in extrusion-spheronization, MCC is an indispensable excipient for a 
robust process to yield high quality products. To date, no other excipient has been 
able to match MCC’s efficiency in wet spheroid production (Law and Deasy, 1997; 
Gazzaniga et al., 1998; Agrawal et al., 2004; Santos et al., 2002; Goskonda and 
Upadrashta, 1993; Kleinebudde, 1993; Lindner and Kleinebudde, 1994; Alvarez et al., 
2003; Tho et al., 2002; Tho et al., 2003; Börnhoft et al., 2005).  
 
The wide usage of MCC has brought about a commensurate increase in the number of 
MCC grades and brands available commercially. Although purported to be similar, 
inherent variabilities exist between the physical properties of MCC grades sourced 
from different suppliers. These differences have been shown to affect many aspects of 
MCC’s functionality (Doelker et al., 1987; Rowe and Sadehnejad, 1987; Whiteman 
and Yarwood, 1988; Chatrath et al., 1991; Parker and Rowe, 1991; Landin et al., 
1993a; Landin et al., 1993b; Rowe et al., 1994; Heng and Koo, 2001). The 
performance of a given MCC grade depends upon its unique set of physico-chemical 
characteristics.  
 
The main hypothesis of this research work is that MCC grades can be clustered into 
groups of equivalent physico-chemical properties and their respective performance in 
extrusion-spheronization can be predicted. Thus, this study aims to achieve three 
objectives. Firstly, to establish a comprehensive database of MCC physico-chemical 
properties, particularly, their interactions with water during mixing, wet granulation 
and drying. Secondly, to elucidate the effects of MCC physical properties on their 
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interactions with water and to relate these interactions to the properties of MCC 
spheroids. Lastly, to develop a pre-formulation tool with the aid of modern 
computational techniques, for grouping MCC grades based on their rheological 
properties and predict their extrusion-spheronization performance as reflected by their 
spheroid qualities.  
 
To achieve these objectives, a series of material characterization tests will be carried 
out on fourteen different MCC grades. For the MCC powders, tests are conducted to 
study their flow properties and moisture sorption characteristics. As MCC is an 
essential excipient in extrusion-spheronization and source variation is expected to 
manifest in its granulation behavior, it is necessary to investigate the wet massing 
properties of different MCC grades over a broad range of water contents. Wet 
massing behaviors will be assessed using a mixer torque rheometer and presented as 
torque rheological profiles. Additionally, the loss of water from moistened MCC 
masses will also be investigated using differential thermo-gravimetry.  
 
Spheroids will be prepared by extrusion-spheronization using these MCCs and 
characterized for their friability, crushing strength, bulk and tapped densities. The 
extrusion-spheronization performance of each MCC will be reflected in and 
represented by the physical properties of their spheroids.  
 
Relationships between the torque parameters and MCC physical properties, as well as 
their spheroid properties are investigated and ascertained.  Following that, a pre-
formulation tool will be developed with the aid of artificial neural network and data 
clustering to bring about an objective grouping of the fourteen MCC grades based on 
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their rheological profiles. It is believed that MCC grades in the same group will give 
spheroids of comparable physical attributes. Therefore, this tool can facilitate 
selection and interchangeability between MCC grades obtained from different 
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PART III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1 MATERIALS 
Fourteen MCC grades were employed in this study. They were Avicel PH 101 (Lot 
1321), Avicel PH 102 (Lot 2514), Avicel PH 301 (Lot 3654), Avicel PH 302 (Lot 
6714), Ceolus KG 801 (Lot 764) and Ceolus KG 802 (Lot K465) from Asahi 
Chemical Corporation, Japan; Emcocel 50 M (Lot 3020) and Prosolv 50 M (Lot 
P5B7A03) from Edward Mendell, USA; Pharmacel 101 (Lot 50319) and Pharmacel 
102 (Lot 50226) from DMV International, The Netherlands; Celex 101 from  
International Specialty Products, USA; Viva Pur 101 from J Rettenmaier & Sohne, 
Germany; Comprecel M101 (Lot 40475) and Comprecel M102 (Lot 40840) from 
Ming Tai Chemical Ltd, Taiwan. With the exception of Ceolus KG 802, Comprecel 
M101 and Comprecel M102, the other eleven MCC grades were the exact same 
materials as those reported by Heng and Koo (2001). Ceolus KG 802, Comprecel 
M101 and Comprecel M102 were new additions to the previous range of eleven MCC 
grades studied. 
  
Avicel PH 101, Avicel PH 301, Pharmacel 101 and Comprecel M101 were the large 
particle size equivalents of Avicel PH 102, Avicel PH 302, Pharmacel 102 and 
Comprecel M102 respectively. Avicel PH 301 and Avicel PH 302 were the high 
density MCC grades while Ceolus KG 801 and Ceolus KG 802 were the high porosity, 
low density grades. Prosolv 50 M was a silified equivalent of Emcocel 50 M.  The 
abovementioned MCCs will be referred to as: PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302, 
Ceolus 801, Ceolus 802, Emcocel, Prosolv, Pharmacel 101, Pharmacel 102, Celex, 
Viva Pur, M101 and M102 hereinafter.  
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Lactose α-monohydrate – Pharmatose 200M (Lot 024709) from DMV International, 
The Netherlands was used as the bulk material, representing a crystalline soluble drug 




2.1 Physical Characterization of MCC Powders 
Apart from the three newly added MCC grades, particle size and size distribution, 
crystallinity, repose angles and angles of fall, micromeritic properties, bulk and 
tapped densities have been previously determined and reported for the other eleven 
grades (Heng and Koo, 2001). Hence, the above-listed properties were only 
determined for Ceolus 802, M101 and M102.  
 
In this current work, additional characterization tests were conducted on all fourteen 
MCC powders. They were: moisture sorption (Section 2.1.4), true density analysis 
(Section 2.1.5) and avalanche flow property (Section 2.1.8).  
 
2.1.1 Particle Size and Size Distribution 
Particle size was determined by laser diffraction (Dry Powder Module, LS230, 
Coulter Corporation, USA). All powders were pre-sieved with a 1 mm aperture size 
sieve before size analysis. Powders were steadily delivered to achieve an obscuration 
of 4–7 %. Sampling time was fixed at 60 s. Their (volume weighted) mean particle 
size (X50) was automatically determined while particle size distribution was 
represented by span and calculated as follows. Five repeats were carried out.  






X - X          (1) 
where X10, X50 and X90 were the diameters of powder particles at the 10, 50 and 90 
percentiles of the cumulative percent undersize plot respectively.  
 
2.1.2 Crystallinity 
X-ray diffractograms of MCC powders were obtained using an x-ray diffractometer 
(XRD 6000, Shimadzu, Japan). A monochromatic CuKα radiation source was 
operated at 40 kV and 30 mA with a scanning rate of 1o(2θ)/min over a range of 5–45o 
(2θ). Percent crystallinity was assessed on the basis of a two-phase concept used by 
Hermans and Weidinger (1961) and calculated according to the equation below. 
 





+ × 100%      (2) 
where Icr  and Ia were the crystalline and amorphous peak intensities respectively.  
 
Amorphous peak intensities were determined using MCC powders that were milled 
for 30 h in a ball mill (Retsch, Germany). Demarcation of crystalline and amorphous 
peak intensities was traced with the aid of a computer program (XRD 6000, Version 
2.5, Shimadzu, Japan). Four repeats were performed for each MCC grade and the 
calculated percent crystallinities were averaged. 
 
2.1.3 Micromeritic Properties 
Micromeritic properties of MCC powders were evaluated using mercury intrusion 
porosimetry (Model 9320, Micromeritics, USA). The contact angle, surface tension 
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and density of mercury were taken as 130o, 485 dyne/cm and 13.53 g/ml respectively. 
The bulb of a 5 ml penetrometer was carefully filled with powder samples and 
subjected to gradual vacuum evacuation. Mercury was allowed to fill the 
penetrometer bulb at an initial pressure of 0 MPa. As the pressure increased from 0 to 
0.172 MPa, mercury began to intrude pores whose pore volumes ranged between 250 
to 10 µm. Higher pressures (0.172–207 MPa) were required to fill the smaller pores 
present (10–0.006 µm). VlowP and VhighP referred to the specific cumulative intruded 
mercury volume into the pores as the pressure was increased from 0 to 0.172 MPa and 
0.172 to 207 MPa respectively. The total specific intrusion volume for each sample 
within the entire pressure range of 0–207 MPa was denoted as Vtotal and calculated as 
a sum of VlowP and VhighP.   
 
Vtotal represented the total pore volume per unit weight of sample and was used in the 







ρ 100%×            (3) 
 










−− )( ; Wsample was the sample weight; Vpenetrometer was the volume of 
the empty penetrometer and VHg was the volume of mercury filled into the 
penetrometer at 0 MPa. Mercury intrusion porosimetry was triplicated for each MCC 
grade and the results averaged.  
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2.1.4 Moisture Sorption Isotherms 
Sorption isotherms for PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302, Ceolus 801, Celex, 
Emcocel, Prosolv, Viva Pur, Pharmacel 101 and Pharmacel 102 were determined with 
a dynamic vapor sorption apparatus (DVS Advantage-1, Surface Measurement 
Systems, UK). The MCC powders were dried at 105oC for 4 h in a convection oven 
and cooled in a dessicator to ensure the removal of any adsorbed moisture prior to 
analysis. Approximately 10 mg of MCC powder, accurately weighed, were used for 
each run. The percent relative humidity (% RH) was allowed to increase from 0 % to 
100 % in 10 steps of 10 % RH each. The rate of mass change was set at 0.002 %. This 
meant that the rate of mass change had to be equal to or lesser than 0.002 % before 
the system was considered to be equilibrated at this relative humidity. The 
experimental temperature was maintained at 25oC throughout.  Adsorption-desorption 
cycles were performed in triplicates for each grade of MCC. 
 
Monolayer capacities (Mo) of both adsorption and desorption cycles, Mo(A) and Mo(D), 









+−−      (4) 
where M is the amount of the gas adsorbed,  P/Po is the relative pressure, Mo is the 
amount of the adsorbate constituting a monolayer of surface coverage, Cg is the 
constant related to the heat of sorption and the heat of condensation of water. K is the 
constant correcting properties of multilayer molecules with respect to the bulk liquid. 
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2.1.5 True Density Determination 
True densities (ρtrue) of all fourteen MCC grades were determined using a helium 
pycnometer (Penta-Pycnometer, Quantachrome Instruments, USA). MCC powders 
were pre-dried in a convection oven at 105oC and cooled in a dessicator under 
vacuum before use. Large sample cells were filled to approximately 90 % of its 
volume with the dry MCC powders and purged with helium gas for 10 min before 
actual analysis commenced. The mass of MCC powder used ranged from 35–70 g, 
depending on the tapped density of the MCC grade used. True density analysis was 
performed in triplicates and results averaged. 
 
2.1.6 Compressibility 
A tapping apparatus (Stampfvolumeter, JEL, Germany) was used for compressibility 
studies. A measuring cylinder, exactly cut to 25 cm3 was filled with MCC powders 
that were previously equilibrated in a humidity chamber (25oC, 50 % RH, 72 h) prior 
to use. Weight of the filled powder was recorded. Initial and final volumes occupied 
by the powders were noted. Tapping was performed in a 2n geometric progression, up 
to 2048 taps when no further change in volume was observed. Bulk (ρb) and tapped 
densities (ρt) were calculated as quotients of the weight of powder to the volumes 
occupied before and after tapping. Carr indices, Hausner ratios and Kawakita 
constants (a and 1/b) were subsequently derived according to the methods described 
previously (Carr, 1965; Hausner, 1967; Ludde and Kawakita, 1967). Triplicates were 
obtained for all and results averaged.  
 




ρρ −          (5) 
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N           (7) 
where N was the number of taps, C was the degree of volume reduction and calculated 
as: 




          (8) 
where Vo was the initial volume and Vn was the bulk volume of the powder after N 
taps. The constants, a and 1/b were related to compressibility and cohesion 
respectively. 
  
2.1.7 Repose Angle and Angle of Fall Determinations 
Repose angles and angles of fall were measured using a powder tester (Powder Tester, 
Hosokawa Micron, Japan). Forty-five grams of MCC powder equilibrated as 
previously reported for compressibility studies was accurately weighed out and 
poured into a glass funnel. The powder flowed through the glass funnel onto a 710 μm 
aperture size sieve which was vibrated at an amplitude of 1 mm. The sieved powder 
was directed from another glass funnel to form a heap on the stainless steel stand 
positioned underneath it. The angle formed between the side of the heap and the 
horizontal was defined as the repose angle. Three mechanical shocks were applied to 
the stationary powder mass, causing it to collapse. The new angle formed between the 
side of the new heap and the horizontal was known as the angle of fall. Six readings 
were obtained for both angles of repose and fall, and results averaged.  
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2.1.8 Avalanche Flow Properties 
Avalanche flow properties of MCC powders were tested using a powder flowability 
analyzer (Aero-Flow™ Model 3250, TSI Incorporated, USA). The flow analyzer 
consisted of a transparent cylindrical drum, 150 mm in diameter fitted on a vertical 
bayonet-type mount (Fig. 4). The drum was programmed to rotate at selectable 
defined rates. A metal mesh screen strip of approximately 60 % open area was used to 
line the inner circumferential surface of the drum to prevent powder particles from 
sliding along the circumferential wall instead of avalanching along the free powder 
surface. 
 
MCC powders were equilibrated in ambient conditions (25oC, 50 % RH) for 72 h 
prior to use. Equilibrated powders amounting to a volume of 60 cm3 was placed in the 
sample drum and tested using seven drum speeds, 60, 75, 100, 120, 150, 200 and 240 
s/rev. Ease of powder flow was represented graphically in the form of strange 
attractor plots and quantified using two newly proposed indices: avalanche flow index 
(AFI) and cohesive interaction index (CoI).      
 
AFI = 1/m           (9) 
where m is the gradient of the graph for mean time to avalanche against drum speed. 
A larger AFI value is indicative of better flow. 
 
CoI = n          (10) 
where n is the gradient of the graph for scatter against drum speed. A larger CoI value 
is indicative of higher cohesiveness. 
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2.2 Characterization of Moistened Masses Containing MCC 
Drying behaviors of moistened MCC masses were determined using thermo-
gravimetry. Rheological properties of MCC powders as well as their respective (3:7) 
binary mixtures with lactose were evaluated at varying water contents and mixing 
times.  
 
MCC-lactose blends were prepared as follows: Two kg of MCC and lactose 
(Pharmatose 200M, DMV, Veghel, The Netherlands) mixtures in the ratio of (3:7) 
were pre-mixed using geometric dilution followed by mixing in a double cone mixer 
(AR 40, Erweka, Germany) at 40 rpm for 1 h. Distilled water was the granulation 
liquid used for both MCC powders and their binary mixtures with lactose. 
 
2.2.1 Rheological Properties 
Rheological properties of MCC powders and their (3:7) binary mixtures with lactose 
were determined using a mixer torque rheometer shown in Figures 5–6 (Caleva 
Process Solutions Limited, UK). The rheometer monitored changes in torque values 
as consistencies of the powder masses varied with mixing time and moisture levels.  
 
2.2.1.1 Degree of liquid saturation 
Fifteen grams of MCC powder were added into the mixer bowl of the torque 
rheometer and mixed for 30 s. Mean torques generated by the dry powder were 
recorded.  Distilled water, corresponding to an added water content of 15 % w/w, was 
added to the powder at intervals of 30 s for the first ten additions and at intervals of 60 
s for the remaining nine additions. The entire mixing process was completed in 20 
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min and the mean torques generated for 19 additions were recorded. The test was 
triplicated for each MCC. 
 
For the MCC-lactose blends, the procedure was repeated in the same way except with 
a larger amount of powder (25 g). This increased powder mass was necessary because 
the high proportion of soluble lactose present in the binary mixtures increased the 
propensity of these powder mixtures to be overwetted. Consequently, a larger amount 
of powder and lesser water were needed to ensure that torque responses generated for 
the MCC-lactose blends were adequate for quantification and differentiation between 
various mixtures. At every tested water content, triplicates were also performed for 
each MCC-lactose blend. Maximum torque values generated for the MCC powders 
and their binary mixtures with lactose were denoted as Torquemax(MCC) and 
Torquemax(blend) respectively.  
 
2.2.1.2 Theoretical water content to achieve capillary stage of liquid saturation 
The theoretical amount of water required to achieve capillary state of liquid saturation 
in MCC powders, % H2O(cap), was estimated from their true and tapped densities 
according to the equations below. MCC bulk powder referred to the bulk powder 
mass (MCC particles and air spaces). 
 
Volume occupied by 1 g of MCC particles (cm3) = x      (11) 
Volume occupied by 1 g of MCC bulk powder (cm3) = y      (12) 
Volume available for added water to reside per unit g of MCC powder = (y – x) (13) 
where x = 1/ ρtrue and y = 1/ ρt.  
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2.2.1.3 Rheological profiles  
Unlike the earlier test (Section 2.2.1.1), water was added as a bolus dose after the 
torque generated for the dry powder was recorded. Water contents tested ranged from 
75 to 220 % w/w for the MCC powders and 25 to 55 % w/w for the MCC-lactose 
blends. The added water was evenly distributed throughout the powder by the 
movement of the blades. The total mixing time of 46 min was used throughout for the 
MCC grades and their respective torque values were acquired at regular intervals.  
 
Triplicate runs were carried out for all fourteen MCCs at various mixing times and/or 
water contents. Cumulative energies of mixing (CEM) values were calculated by 
integrating the areas under the measured torque versus mixing time curves for both 
the MCC powders and their binary mixtures with lactose. Their CEM values were 
denoted as CEM(MCC) and CEM(blend) respectively.  
 
CEM(MCC) values were determined at eight different added water contents ranging 
from 75 to 175 % w/w. Beyond 175 % w/w, all MCC grades except Ceolus 801 and 
Ceolus 802 became overwetted. Thus, CEM(MCC) values were not calculated at water 
contents greater than 175 % w/w. On the other hand, CEM(blend) values were measured 
at six water contents ranging from 25 to 50 % w/w since unappreciable torque 
responses were observed at water contents higher than 55 % w/w.  
 
2.2.2 Thermo-Gravimetry (Drying Profiles) 
Moistened masses were prepared by mixing 15 g of MCC powder into the mixer bowl 
of the mixer torque rheometer in the presence of 50 % w/w water and mixed for 20 
min. Their drying profiles were determined using a differential thermo-gravimetric 
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analyzer (DTG 60H, Shimadzu, Japan). An alumina crucible was filled to two-thirds 
full with moistened material to ensure the formation of a granulate layer within the 
crucible. Analysis began immediately after filling. The amount of material used 
ranged from 10–25 mg, depending on the densities of the MCC grades used. Drying 
progressed at a rate of 5oC/min from 28oC to 105oC under a nitrogen environment. 
The test was repeated thrice and results averaged.  
 
2.2.2.1 Percent bound water of the MCC grades, % H2O(b) 
Differential thermo-gravimetric curves derived were analogous to the drying profiles 
of the moistened masses. Areas under the falling rate phase of these curves were 
integrated from the start of the falling rate phase until drying was completed using 
SigmaPlot 8.0 (SigmaPlot for Windows, Systat Software, Inc., USA). These 
calculated areas corresponded to the amounts of water that were physically hindered 
or bound to the powder surface. This portion of water was also known as bound water, 
H2O(b). The % H2O(b) was calculated as a quotient of H2O(b) to the dry weight of MCC 
powders used, expressed as a percentage.  
 





−moistmassW  % 100×                   (14) 
where H2O(b) was the weight of bound water; Wmoistmass referred to the weight of the 
moistened mass and Wwater was the weight of water added to the MCC powders.  
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2.2.2.2 Thickness of bound water layer 
Thickness of the bound water layer was determined by expressing the amount of 
bound water per unit dry weight of MCC powders as a quotient of its respective 
corrected monolayer capacity, Mo(corr), determined from moisture sorption studies 
using dynamic vapor sorption (Section 2.1.4).  
 
2.3 Preparation and Characterization of Spheroids  
For Ceolus 802, M101 and M102, spheroids were prepared and characterized in the 
same way as that carried out for previously characterized eleven MCC grades (Heng 
and Koo, 2001). This allowed comparative studies between all the MCC grades 
investigated. 
 
2.3.1 Spheroid Preparation 
Thirty grams of MCC-lactose blends in the ratio of 3:7 was prepared by geometric 
dilution mixing. Added water content was calculated as a percentage of the total dry 
powder weight and varied from 20 to 45 % (w/w). Corresponding amounts of water 
were sprayed onto the powder blends and mixed. Mixing and wetting processes were 
completed within 10 min. Thereafter, the moistened masses were manually extruded 
through a 1 mm aperture size mesh. Extrudates were spheronized in a small 
spheronizer (Model 120, Caleva Process Solutions, UK) fitted with a friction plate of 
12 cm diameter at 1500 rpm for 5 min. The plate had a cross-hatch pattern with studs 
that were 1.2 mm wide and 2 mm apart. Spheroids produced were oven dried at 60oC 
for 4 h. Extrusion-spheronization was performed in triplicates for each MCC grade at 
various water contents. 
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2.3.2 Characterization of spheroids 
Spheroids prepared with Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 were characterized according 
to the methods reported (Heng and Koo, 2001) for the other eleven MCC grades.  
 
2.3.2.1 Size analysis 
Spheroids batches of Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 were sub-divided into eight 
portions by a rotary sampler (PT, Retsch, Germany). Approximately 160 g of 
spheroids were sieved through a nest of sieves of aperture sizes in a √2 progression 
from 250 µm to 2800 µm. Sieving was done on a mechanical sieve shaker (VS 1000, 
Retsch, Germany) for 10 min at an amplitude of 1 mm.  
 
Geometric mean spheroid size, dgeo, and geometric weight standard deviation of the 
spheroid size distribution, σgeo, were calculated as follows: 
 






×∑ )log(         (15) 
 














×∑ i2i log(])(log[      (16) 
where Wi was the weight of spheroids retained on the sieve with an aperture diameter 
of di. σgeo was an indication of the spheroid size distribution.  
 
Extrusion-spheronization parameters, W710µm and Ws, were determined from the size 
analysis results. W710µm referred to the percentage of water content required to produce 
spheroids of 710 µm and was determined from the linear plot of log dgeo against the 
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amount of water used. Ws denoted the spheronization water sensitivity of a given 
MCC grade and was the gradient of the same plot. 
 
2.3.2.2 Crushing strength  
Spheroids were prepared at their respective W710µm water content for Ceolus 802, 
M101 and M102 and subjected to crushing strength analysis using a tensile tester (EZ 
Tester-100N, Shimadzu, Japan). This water content was selected because spheroids of 
mean sizes that were very close to 710 µm could be produced. To minimize the effect 
of spheroid size on its crushing strength, only spheroids that were lodged within the 
apertures of 710 µm sieve were selected for analysis. These spheroids were collected 
from the sieve by gentle brushing. For each MCC grade, forty spheroids of 
approximately 710 µm were crushed at a speed of 6 mm/s.  
 
2.3.2.3 Friability 
A Roche friabilator (TA 20, Erweka, Germany) was used to tumble 10 g of spheroids 
for 200 revolutions with twenty-five 6 mm steel balls, each weighing 880 mg. 
Spheroids were subjected to sieve size analysis before and after tumbling. Friability 
index was calculated as the quotient of the geometric mean spheroid size after 
tumbling and that before tumbling (Heng and Wan, 1987). A friability index of 1 
indicated that spheroid size was the same before and after tumbling. 
 
2.3.2.4 Bulk and tapped densities 
Spheroids were lightly poured into a graduated cylinder, cut exactly at 10 cm3, and 
leveled. They were tapped until no further change in volume was observed. Spheroid 
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bulk and tapped densities were respectively calculated as the quotient of spheroid 
weight to the volume of the cylinder before and after tapping. 
 
2.4 Data and Statistical Analysis 
In this study, all data for MCC physical properties, torque parameters and spheroid 
properties were normalized using the following equation prior to correlation analyses. 
 
Xnor = (Xi – Xmin)/ (Xmax – Xmin)         (17) 
 
where Xnor is the normalized X value while Xi refers to the actual value being 
transformed.  Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum values of each parameter 
respectively.  
 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson’s correlation analysis were performed 
using statistical software (SPSS Version 13.0 for Windows, SPSS Inc., USA). 
Contour plots of measured torque against mixing time and water content were plotted 
using SigmaPlot 8.0 (SigmaPlot for Windows, Systat Software, Inc., USA). 
Cumulative energies of mixing were calculated as areas under the respective 
measured torque against mixing time curves using the same software.  
 
2.5 Grouping of MCC Grades Using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Data 
Clustering 
Rheological properties of the moistened MCC masses were modeled using artificial 
neural network (ANN) and the training results, in the form of mean square errors, 
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were used for subsequent data clustering using a visual algorithm known as multi-
dimensional scaling (MDS) as well as discrete incremental clustering. 
 
2.5.1 Data Modeling Using Artificial Neural Network 
In this study, the artificial neural network used for data modeling is the radial basis 
function classifier. It is a three-layer neural network model in which a N-dimensional 
input vector ( )Nxxx ,,, 21 K=x  was broadcasted to each of K  neurons in the hidden 














,    Ki ,,2,1 K=              (18) 
where ic  and 
2
iσ  were the center and width of the Gaussian basis function of the ith 
hidden unit, respectively.  
 
Units in the output layer had interconnections with all the hidden units. The jth output 



















hwx                                    (19) 
where ( )Khhh ,,, 21 K=h  was the input vector from the hidden layer, and wij was the 
interconnection weight between the jth output neuron and the ith hidden neuron. 
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 The general architecture of a radial basis function network is shown in Figure 7. A 
network with twenty hidden neurons was employed to model the fourteen MCCs 
where the input vectors were mixing time and added water content, and the output 
vector was torque measurement. Training of this neural network was conducted on 
torque data measured at different mixing times and added water contents for the 
fourteen MCCs. Sampling data of one MCC was used in training the network where 
weights of the network were updated iteratively by error back propagation algorithm. 
After the network was trained for this MCC, sampling data of the other MCCs were 
entered to test the mean square errors. Results from the data training/modeling were 
subsequently used to group the MCC grades. 
 
2.5.2 Grouping of MCC Grades 
2.5.2.1 Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) 
MDS begins with a distance matrix R  of K  data vectors { }KXX ,,1 K  and generates 
a set of corresponding vectors { }KYY ,,1 K  in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional 
space (Meulman, 1986; Cox, 1994). In the projection procedure, differences between 
the distance matrices were measured by a distortion function ( )rE . The relative 
positions among vectors would be preserved by minimizing the error function. The 
MDS algorithm was implemented in the following steps: 
 
Step 1: Distance of data vectors in the feature space was calculated using the 
following equation.  
 
jiijR XX −= ,         (20) 
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Step 2: A dissimilarity (similarity) matrix was constructed as follows using the 
























R         (21) 
 
Step 3: A non-negative function known as distortion function, ( )rE , was defined and 
minimized according to the equation below.  






2r         (22) 
 
where jiijr YY −=  is the distance in the target space, Y ∈ R2 or R3 and R is a real 
number.  
 
2.5.2.2 Discrete incremental clustering 
In discrete incremental clustering (Tung and Quek, 2002), a cluster grows by the 
expansion of its kernel, which was controlled by the plasticity parameter, β. The β 
value controlled the extent to which each cluster expanded its kernel in order to 
include a new data point that was introduced. The β value of a cluster decreased as the 
cluster expanded its kernel.  
 
The tendency parameter, TD, was analogous to a cluster’s willingness to grow. It 
maintained the relevance of a cluster and prevented it from incorporating too many 
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data points that had low fitness (membership function value) into the cluster. The 
tendency parameter was calculated according to the following equation: 
 
( ) ( )( )2,,,, 1 ijioldjioldjinewji xTDATDTD μ−×−+=       (23) 
where ji,μ  denoted the membership function of the node i, j, and A = -0.5.  
 
When the tendency parameter was less than or equal to zero, the cluster would stop 
expanding and caused β  to become zero. The input threshold, IT, referred to the 
minimum membership value to decide if an input vector could be assigned to any 
existing clusters. When the vectors were entered, the first vector would be considered 
as the cluster center. With this cluster, a new input vector’s membership function 
value was calculated. If it fell below the input threshold, the new data would be 
assigned into the existing cluster. The winner cluster would then grow a little 
according to the predefined β value. Furthermore, the tendency parameter was 
calculated to represent the cluster’s willingness to “grow”. If the new data matched 
the cluster exactly, the cluster would maintain its “willingness” to grow. Otherwise, it 
would cease to grow further. If the membership function value was larger than the 
input threshold, the new input vector would form a new cluster. The basic parameters 
were defined as: β = 0.5, IT = 0.9; the membership function values are based on the 
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PART IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MCC GRADES 
Some physical properties of eleven MCC grades (PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302, 
Ceolus 801, Celex, Emcocel, Prosolv, Viva Pur, Pharmacel 101 and Pharmacel 102) 
have been determined and reported (Heng and Koo, 2001). These properties were i) 
particle size and size distribution, ii) crystallinity, iii) pore volumes and porosity, iv) 
bulk and tapped densities, and v) angles of repose and fall.  
 
Three additional MCC grades (Ceolus 802, M101 and M102) were included in this 
study. For these newly introduced MCC grades, the properties listed above were also 
determined using the same characterization methods as previously used (Heng and 
Koo, 2001). To facilitate subsequent comparisons between all the fourteen MCC 
grades used in this study, the physical properties of the earlier eleven MCC grades 
were herein reproduced together with the newly introduced members.  
 
As the variations in some fundamental properties of MCC grades have been discussed 
in the earlier work (Heng and Koo, 2001), they will not be reiterated in this report. 
Instead, this section on physical characterization focuses on the description and 
discussion of two additional physical characterization tests used in solid state 
characterization. They were: avalanche flow properties and moisture sorption studies 
using dynamic vapor sorption. 
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1.1 Particle Size Analysis  
Particle size and size distribution, crystallinity and micromeritic parameters of Ceolus 
802, M101 and M102 are shown in Table 8 along with those previously characterized 
eleven MCC grades. The fourteen MCC grades differed significantly in all the 
physical properties listed in Table 8 (ANOVA, p < 0.05).  
 
Ceolus 802 was found to have a slightly larger mean particle size (73.2 + 0.9) µm 
than Ceolus 801 (66.7 + 0.4) µm while M102 (118.7 + 1.5) µm was the coarser 
counterpart of M101 (77.5 + 1.3) µm. Like the other eleven MCC grades, narrower 
size distributions, as illustrated by spans, were generally associated with the coarser 
grades. The broadest size distribution was observed in Ceolus 801 (3.00 + 0.07) 




MCC microfibrils are composed of amorphous and crystalline regions. A typical x-ray 
diffractogram of MCC was made up of an amorphous background with crystalline 
peaks at 15, 16 and 22o (2θ), characteristic of cellulose I. In the presence of cellulose 
II, an additional shoulder will be observed around 20o (2θ). Occurrence of cellulose II 
is indicative of more rigorous manufacturing conditions (Landin et al., 1993a) since 
cellulose I is the indigenous cellulose. Other than PH 301, PH 302, Pharmacel 101 
and Pharmacel 102, the additional shoulder around 20o (2θ) was also observed in 
M101 and M102. 
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Crystallinity of Ceolus 801, M101 and M102 were determined in the same way as the 
earlier MCC grades using x-ray diffraction (XRD). Their calculated percent 
crystallinity values are presented in Table 8 while their x-ray diffractograms are 
shown in Figure 8. Like Ceolus 801 and PH 302, Ceolus 802 was found to be more 
crystalline. Crystallinities of M101 and M102 were comparable to the other MCC 
grades. 
 
1.3 Micromeritic Properties 
Pore size distributions of Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 obtained by mercury intrusion 
porosimetry are illustrated in Figure 9. Mercury intrusion data across the entire 
pressure range of 0–207 MPa showed a bimodal pore distribution for the MCC grades. 
Low and high pressure mercury intrusion experiments were used to determine the 
volumes of pores greater and smaller than 10 µm respectively. The total intruded 
mercury volume, Vtotal was composed of VlowP, which accounted for the volume of 
pores which were larger than 10 µm and VhighP, the volume of pores that were smaller 
than 10 µm in diameter.  
 
From the intrusion volumes (Table 8), both Ceolus 801 and 802 were deemed to be 
most porous as their pore volumes were highest amongst the MCC grades while PH 
301 and PH 302 were the least porous (Scheffe’s method, p < 0.05). Comparing the 
two Ceolus MCC grades, Ceolus 802 was less porous and found to have a very low 
VhighP value (0.28 ml/g). This indicated that the pores present were predominantly 
inter-particulate pores rather than intra-particulate pores, which were defined as pores 
having diameters between 0.006 to 10 µm (Fig. 9). Differences in pore volumes of 





























































Figure 8 X-ray diffractograms of (a) Ceolus 802, (b) M101 and (c) M102. 
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Figure 9 (a) Pore size distributions and (b) cumulative mercury intrusion 
volumes for Ceolus 802, M101 and M102. 
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these 2 MCC grades were manifested in their Vtotal values which were found to be 
significantly different (Scheffe’s method, p < 0.05). 
 
1.4 True Density Determination 
True density values of all fourteen MCC grades are presented in Table 9. Several 
conclusions could be drawn from the statistical analysis results (ANOVA, Scheffe’s 
test, SPSS). Firstly, true density was not affected by MCC particle size since there 
was no significant difference (ANOVA, p > 0.05) in the true density values of i) PH 
101 and PH 102, ii) PH 301 and PH 302, iii) Ceolus 801 and Ceolus 802, iv) 
Pharmacel 101 and Pharmacel 102 and v) M101 and M102. The MCC grades in these 
five pairs differed mainly in their particle size, and the second MCC grade of the pair 
being the large particle size counterpart of the first. Secondly, all the Avicel grades of 
MCC (PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302) were similar in composition as indicated by 
their similar true density readings. This was not unexpected as they were supplied by 
the same manufacturer and most likely, from the same source origin. Thirdly, Prosolv 
was strikingly different from the other thirteen grades of MCC. This was because the 
composition of MCC was altered by the presence of silicon dioxide. The other MCC 
grades did not contain other additives.  
 
1.5 Powder Compressibility and Flow Properties 
1.5.1 Repose Angles and Angles of Fall 
Repose angles of MCC grades ranged from 40.2o + 3.5o for M102 to 56.1o + 0.73o for 
Ceolus 801 (Fig. 10). Under the flowability classification proposed by Carr (1965), 
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repose angle findings for all MCCs showed poor flow and possible bridge formation. 
Apart from PH 301 and PH 302, flow properties of the remaining twelve MCC grades 
could not be readily differentiated in terms of their flow categories despite the 
differences obtained in some of their repose angles. Both angles of repose and fall 
were significantly correlated to particle size (Table 10, Fig. 11) whereby the coarser 
MCC grades (PH 102, PH 302, Ceolus 802, Pharmacel 102 and M102) exhibited 
better flowability than their small size counterparts (PH 101, PH 301, Ceolus 801, 
Pharmacel 101 and M101). Effective surface areas for inter-particulate interaction 
were thought to decrease as particle size were larger, resulting in lower cohesiveness 
and better flow. Presence of silicon dioxide particles on the surface of Prosolv 
particles hindered the interaction between MCC particles and led to lower cohesion.  
 
Particle size distribution was also found to affect the angles of repose and fall where 
MCC grades with wider size distributions such as Ceolus 801, tended to flow more 
poorly (Table 10, Fig. 11). This finding was supported by Pilpel (1964) who reported 
that heterogeneous particle sizes enhanced the cohesive forces between particles, thus 
compromising the flowability.  
 
1.5.2 Compressibility  
Among the MCC grades, PH 301 and PH 302 (Carr index = 30.61 + 1.19 and 30.25 + 
0.95 respectively) were found to exhibit comparatively better flow and were 
categorized under “Poor Flow” based in the classification system reported by 
Staniforth (2001). The remaining twelve MCC grades were collectively deemed to 
have “Very Poor Flow”. Evidently, the classification based on Carr index and 
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Figure 11 Correlations of (a) MCC particle size and (b) span with (i) angle of 
repose and (ii) angle of fall. 
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Hausner ratio was not able to achieve the desired segregation for the majority of 
powders tested.    
 
Although Carr index and Hausner ratio were well received due to their ease of 
determination, it was clearly pointed out by Carr (1967) that compressibility should 
be used with other flow parameters since no single type of measurement adequately 
evaluates all the factors influencing flow.   
 
Bulk and tapped densities decreased progressively with a drop in particle size for 
some MCC grades (Fig. 12) though particle size did not play an important role in 
packing properties (ANOVA, p > 0.05). Instead, particle size distribution as denoted 
by the span value was found to be a significant property (Table 10). A wider variety 
of particle sizes enhanced particle rearrangement and packing during tapping. Thus, a 
greater extent of volume reduction (larger Hausner ratios and Carr indices) was 
observed for MCC particles with broad size distributions (Fig. 13). In other words, 
this meant that the powders were more compressible which was also reflected in the 
correlation results between a and span (Table 10). Apart from particle size and span, 
compressibility parameters were strongly correlated to the pore volumes and porosity. 
This was not unexpected because MCC grades which packed well (high density 
values) would not leave much void spaces for mercury to be intruded and 
accumulated (small pore volumes and porosity values).  
 
Kawakita constants, a and 1/b, of MCCs are illustrated in Figure 14. Generally, MCC 
grades with a broader size distribution (larger span values) were shown to be more 
compressible (higher a). Greater heterogeneity in particle sizes promoted particle
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arrangement and volume reduction when subjected to continuous tapping (Fig. 15a). 
It also followed that denser MCC grades were more compressible, as seen in the 
significant correlation between bulk density and a (Fig. 15b). 
 
1.5.3 Avalanche Flow Properties 
The avalanche flow properties of some MCC grades are represented in the form of 
strange attractor plots (Figs. 16–18). Free flowing powders will produce strange 
attractor plots that are very close to the origin with minimal scatter. Hence, PH 102 
and Prosolv were deemed to exhibit the best flow since they possessed the densest 
avalanche patterns that were very close to the origin (Figs. 16b and 18b).  
 
On the contrary, avalanche flow properties of Celex and Ceolus 801 were least 
favorable (Fig. 17). Two centers of attractions were observed in Celex, indicating that 
the powder mass avalanched as two separate portions instead of flowing as one 
coherent mass. Such flow properties are least desired. Similarly for Ceolus 801, 
differences in avalanching time between one avalanche and the next were increased 
which led to a shift in the center of attraction further from the origin. Moreover, the 
spread of points (scatter) around the mean was much greater for Ceolus 801. While 
the avalanche flow properties of these MCC grades were readily assessed by making a 
visual comparison of their strange attractor plots, differentiation between the 
remaining ten MCC grades was not as straightforward from their plots. Therefore, it 
was essential to develop some quantitative means of describing the avalanche flow 


























































































































































































Figure 16 Strange attractor plots for (a) PH 101 and (b) PH 102. Tn referred to 
the time taken by the nth avalanche and Tn+1 referred to the time taken 
by the (n+1)th avalanche. 
 









































Figure 17 Strange attractor plots of (a) Ceolus 801 and (b) Celex. Tn referred to 
the time taken by the nth avalanche and Tn+1 referred to the time taken 
by the (n+1)th avalanche. 
 









































Figure 18 Strange attractor plots of (a) Emcocel and (b) Prosolv. Tn referred to 
the time taken by the nth avalanche and Tn+1 referred to the time taken 
by the (n+1)th avalanche. 
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1.5.3.1 Proposed avalanche flow indices 
Other researchers have used the mean time to avalanche taken at a specified speed as 
a gauge of the ease of flow (Lee et al., 2000). While this is a convenient and relatively 
reliable method of flow assessment, it is not discerning enough to differentiate 
between closely related materials with small differences in flow properties. In fact, the 
observed mean times to avalanche for Ceolus 801 and PH 301 as well as those of PH 
302 and PH 101 intersected at a various drum speeds (Fig. 19). These findings 
illustrate the shortcomings of characterizing flowability based on the mean times to 
avalanche at various drum speeds. Depending on the speed chosen, the mean times 
might be longer or shorter. This would lead to markedly different conclusions about 
the sample with regard to its flow properties. 
 
Previous studies reported the calculation of flowability and cohesion indices based on 
averaged scatter and mean times to avalanche respectively (Lavoie et al., 2002). A 
shorter mean time to avalanche meant that the average time required to avalanche was 
shorter and this was characteristic of a material that flowed better. Avalanching of the 
powder mass brings about changes in the degree of aeration, densification and 
cohesiveness that in turn, affect how the bulk of the powder mass avalanche 
subsequently. As the magnitude of these changes may not be constant and 
reproducible, variations in the times to avalanche arise. This would lead to the 
observed scatter about the mean value, i.e. mean time to avalanche. Thus, it would be 
more accurate for an indicator of flowability to be calculated based on mean times to 
avalanche instead of scatter which refers to the reproducibility of the times to 
avalanche within a single run (Fig. 20). On the other hand, cohesiveness of an 
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avalanching powder mass will be better characterized by the scatter, rather than the 
mean times to avalanche as previously proposed by Lavoie et al (2002). Furthermore, 
derivation of indices from averaged values obtained over a series of drum speeds 
(Lavoie et al., 2002) may run into the risk of obtaining aberrant readings due to 
outliers that can skew the mean considerably.   
 
Since the relationships of MTA and scatter versus drum speed were linear (Figs. 19–
20), the gradients of their respective best fit lines would be a better representation of 
the flow properties and cohesiveness respectively. Thus, it was proposed that a more 
accurate way of quantifying avalanche flow behavior would be to use the two new 
indices proposed in this study, avalanche flow index (AFI) and cohesive interaction 
index (CoI), calculated based on the inverse gradient from the graph of mean times to 
avalanche against drum speed and the gradient of scatter against drum speed 
respectively. This method also took into consideration variations of mean avalanching 
times and scatter across all drum speeds tested. 
 
Based on the derived AFI values (Fig. 21), flowability of MCC grades were ranked as 
Prosolv > PH 102 > PH 101 > M102 > PH 302 > Emcocel > Ceolus 801 > Ceolus 802 
> PH 301 > Pharmacel 102 > Pharmacel 101 > Viva Pur > M101 > Celex. Not 
surprisingly, the silified MCC grade, Prosolv, was shown to possess the best flow 
properties. Addition of silicon dioxide to MCC reduced inter-particulate cohesion and 
enabled the particles to glide over each other with much greater ease. Corresponding 
CoI values of the MCC grades demonstrated that reduction in cohesive forces was not 
the sole determinant of powder flow. Although Prosolv was found to have the largest 
AFI value, the extent of cohesion between its particles (as reflected by its CoI) was
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not the lowest (Fig. 21).   
 
Avalanche flow behavior of powders results from an interplay of factors and mean 
particle size is not the sole determinant of powder flow. Other factors include particle 
size distribution, shape and frictional conditions between powder particles (Abdullah 
and Geldart, 1999).  This comment was verified by the study conducted by Soh et al. 
(2006) where the avalanche flow properties of several lactose grades were examined. 
Despite having similar mean particle size, the AFI value of Pharmatose 125M was 
significantly higher than that of Pharmatose 150M. The latter was found to have a 
higher CoI value, indicating that it was more cohesive. This was attributed to the 
wider span of Pharmatose 150M. Relatively higher cohesiveness and broader span of 
Pharmatose 150M were mainly brought about by the milling process during 
manufacture.  
 
The significance of CoI values was further exemplified by the apparent anomaly in 
flow behavior of Pharmatose 450M as compared to Pharmatose 200M (Soh et al., 
2006). In spite of its smaller particle size, Pharmatose 450M was found to have better 
flowability than Pharmatose 200M. However, inspection of their CoI values revealed 
an increase in the cohesiveness of lactose powders as mean particle size decreases. 
Increased cohesiveness in Pharmatose 450M resulted in the formation of loosely 
packed agglomerates within the bulk powder mass during avalanching. Such 
agglomeration was also reported in micronized primary particles used for nasal drug 
delivery systems where they were referred as “chimeral powders” (Colombo et al., 
2003).  Increase in the effective particle size of Pharmatose 450M was believed to be 
responsible for its apparent improvement in flow. However, unlike Pharmatose 450M, 
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increased cohesiveness between the relatively larger Pharmatose 150M particles was 
not as sufficiently high as Pharmatose 450M to bring about spontaneous 
agglomeration which would otherwise see an improvement in the overall flow of 
Pharmatose 150M. As a result, the bulk powder mass of Pharmatose 450M exhibited 
better flow than it would have if the powder particles existed as very small discrete 
particles (Soh et al., 2006). 
 
It is generally accepted that larger particles flow better than smaller particles and this 
was illustrated by PH 302 and M102. PH 302 and M102 were found to have a higher 
AFI and lower CoI values than their smaller particle size counterparts, PH 301 and 
M101 respectively. The other two pairs of MCC (PH 101–PH 102 and Pharmacel 
101–Pharmacel 102) did not show noticeably different AFI or CoI values.  
 
Likewise, for lactose and MCC grades with comparable mean sizes and spans 
(Pharmatose 100M, PH 102, PH 302, Pharmacel 102), the regular, cube-like lactose 
particles displayed comparatively better flow than the needle-shaped MCC particles. 
Marked improvement in flow properties of Prosolv (higher AFI and lower CoI) 
relative to the other MCC grades (particularly Emcocel) was a consequence of the 
reduction in inter-particulate frictional forces brought about by the incorporation of 
silicon dioxide. Based on the flowability and cohesion indices proposed by Lavoie et 
al. (2002), Emcocel would be deemed to flow better than Prosolv even though its 
calculated cohesion index was higher. Clearly, the indices proposed by Lavoie et al. 
(2002) failed to reflect the actual flow properties correctly.  
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1.5.3.2 Comparison of Avalanche Flow Properties with Conventional Flow 
Assessment Methods 
Efficiency and capability of the avalanche flow method compared favorably if not 
better than the conventional methods such as Hausner ratio, Carr index and angle of 
repose measurements because flow properties of these powders could be well-
differentiated by their AFI and CoI values. Although no correlation was observed 
between AFI, CoI and the flow parameters determined from the other flow assessment 
methods, it should not be taken as a shortcoming of the avalanche flow parameters. 
Instead, Lavoie et al. (2002) had also suggested that Carr index might not be the most 
appropriate parameter to characterize flow behavior due to its inability to account for 
particle morphology. Moreover, the progressive particulate rearrangement obtained 
from tapping did not completely evaluate and simulate the actual conditions during 
powder flow, especially during processing like transferring, mixing, granulation and 
tableting.  
 
Correlation between different types of flow assessment methods is highly material-
dependent because the ability of various methods used to describe flow differs in 
accuracy and precision. Besides, owing to disparities in the equipment used and the 
measurements obtained, the results should not be taken to represent or quantify the 
same type of flow behavior. 
 
It has to be stressed that powder flow is a highly complex phenomenon with a myriad 
of factors interacting simultaneously to produce the observed flow pattern. The AFI 
and CoI values proposed in this study served as numerical descriptors of flow 
behavior assessed via powder avalanches. Unless the flow behaviors are enumerated 
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appropriately, it would be difficult to discover the relationship between laboratory 
determined flow properties and the actual behavior of the powders undergoing 
process-related flow. Thus, as depicted in this study, two materials having the same 
AFI values could denote similar flow behaviors (by the avalanche flow method) but it 
did not necessary mean that their physico-chemical properties are similar or that they 
would be similarly represented by another flow assessment method. 
 
1.6 Moisture Sorption  
1.6.1 Adsorption-Desorption Isotherms 
Full cycle isotherms of the fourteen MCCs were generally sigmoidal with distinctive 
hysteresis loops that were typical of Type II isotherms. Sorption isotherms of seven 
MCC grades (PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302, Ceolus 801, Emcocel and Prosolv) 
were selectively presented in Figures 22–24. These MCCs could be compared to 
illustrate the effects of particle size (PH 101 versus PH 102; PH 301 versus PH 302), 
density (PH 301 versus Ceolus 801), crystallinity (PH 302 or Ceolus 801 versus PH 
101) and silification (Emcocel versus Prosolv) on moisture sorption.  
 
Apart from differences in the maximum moisture adsorbed or desorbed, a plateau was 
also observed on the desorption branches of PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, Emcocel and 
Prosolv when relative pressures were reduced from 1 to 0.9. Otherwise, no additional 
insights could be obtained by visually inspecting the sorption isotherms. Hence, the 
monolayer capacity and corrected monolayer capacity (Mo and the Mo(corr)) values for 
both the adsorption and desorption branches were calculated using the Guggenheim-
Anderson-de Boer equation. This equation was chosen over the Brunauer-Emmett-
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Teller equation because it took into consideration a third sorbed species intermediate 
between the tightly bound and free water (Zografi and Kontny, 1986). Moreover, it 
was able to predict adsorption (or desorption) accurately over the entire range of 
relative pressures (0–1) unlike the other equation which was only applicable to 
relative pressures < 0.3. 
 
Since moisture is almost exclusively taken up by the amorphous regions of MCC 
(Parker and Rowe, 1991), Mo values had to be corrected for the proportion of non-
crystalline component to ensure an accurate representation of their true monolayer 
capacities. Mo and Mo(corr) values for both branches of the sorption isotherms are 
presented in Figure 25. In general, Mo and Mo(corr) values calculated from the 
desorption branch were characteristically higher than those calculated from the 
adsorption branch. This was because for desorption, the water vapor molecules had to 
desorb from the filled pore whose exposed curvature (surface area) was much lesser 
than the adsorption branch, making the desorption process comparatively more 
difficult. Consequently, the amount of water vapor desorbing was lower than that 
adsorbing at the same given relative pressure and the lower desorption branch resulted 
in the observed hysteresis loop (Mackin et al., 2002).   
 
1.6.2 Effects of MCC Physical Properties on Sorption Parameters 
Correlation of MCC physical properties with the moisture sorption parameters is 
shown in Table 11. Interestingly, the Mo and Mo(corr) values for both adsorption and 
desorption branch were not significantly influenced by MCC particle size although 
the number of layers formed was. This appeared to be an aberration from the logical 









































































































































Figure 25 Monolayer capacities for MCC grades. (a) Adsorption and (b) 
desorption. Error bars represent the standard deviations. 
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assumption that the amount of water vapor that could be held on powder or particle 
surface was controlled by the number of binding sites exposed or available for water 
vapor molecules to bind. Availability of binding sites was in turn, a function of the 
exposed surface area that was inadvertently related to the particle size.   
 
A plausible explanation offered was that of the dissimilar conditions and starting 
materials (wood pulp) employed in the manufacture of different MCC grades. On the 
bulk scale, these differences were manifested as variations in their physical properties. 
However, on the particulate level, the varying degrees of surface defects and 
irregularities led to the different extents of exposure in their amorphous regions. This 
affected the accessibility of its anhydroglucose units to the water molecules.  
 
Micromeritic properties of MCC powders did not bear significant influences on any of 
the moisture sorption parameters. This was because pore volumes and porosity reflect 
their internal capacities that are amenable to water uptake (and storage) by absorption 
rather than physical adsorption on the particle surfaces. Similarly, powder densities 
did not possess any clear effect of powder densities on the moisture sorption 
parameters except the Mo values. Even so, only the negative correlation seen with the 
Mo values of the desorption branch could be reasonably accounted for because denser 
packings were more likely to obstruct the movement of water vapor molecules within 
the bulk powder mass.  
 
2 CHARACTERIZATION OF MOISTENED MASSES CONTAINING MCC 
Moistened masses containing MCC were characterized for their drying behaviors and 
torque rheological properties.  
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2.1 Drying Behaviors 
2.1.1 Differential Thermo-gravimetric Analysis 
Figure 26 shows the thermo-gravimetric profiles of some MCCs. Drying curves for 
the two high density grades of MCC (PH 301 and PH 302) were consistently higher 
than the other grades. This meant that the proportions of moisture remaining in the 
moistened mass were higher in PH 301 and PH 302 at any point during the drying 
process. The time taken to lose 50 % of moisture, T50%, and the temperature at which 
half the moisture loss occurred, Temp50%, were determined for each MCC (Fig. 27). 
Statistical analysis results showed that the MCCs differed significantly in their T50% 
and Temp50% values (ANOVA, p < 0.05). In particular, PH 301 and PH 302 required 
longer heating times and higher temperatures to lose an equivalent amount of 
moisture. This showed that it was comparatively harder for moisture to be lost from 
denser MCC grades. 
 
From the differential curves (Fig. 28), it was observed that the rates of moisture loss 
occurred in three phases. Initially, drying rates rose steadily (increasing rate phase or 
heat transfer limited phase) and linearly to a maxima and remained constant briefly 
(constant rate phase or diffusion limited phase) before decreasing (falling rate phase) 
to the baseline when all the moisture was completely removed from the wetted mass 
(also referred to as “granulates” in this section).   































































































































































































































Figure 27 T50% and Temp50% values derived from the drying curves. Error bars 
represent the standard deviations. 
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These three phases of drying corresponded to the three states of water associated with 
drying of solids. The first phase, also known as the heat transfer limited phase 
corresponded to the loss of loosely bound or interstitial water. As this water was 
mobile and freely available around the solid particles, it was most readily lost when 
sufficient energy was supplied to heat up and overcome the latent heat of vaporization. 
Ease of moisture loss was depicted by the progressive linear increase in the rate of 
moisture loss. Linearity of the slope corresponded to a constant amount of heat energy 
supplied. 
 
The constant rate phase coincided with the equilibrium established between moisture 
loss and heat energy supply. This is the steady-state condition commonly seen in bed 
drying studies which occurred from a constant drying area of the bed surface where 
capillary water from within the bed rose readily to replenish moisture evaporated from 
the bed surface. However, unlike in bed drying, drying conditions of granulates in the 
crucible were unlikely to possess substantial powder depth to produce any sustained 
capillary rise sufficient for exhibiting a prolonged constant rate phase. Consequently, 
the constant rate phases were generally very short and relied on available interstitial 
water present within the granulates. By the end of the constant rate phase, only water 
that was less accessible or physically bound to the solid particles (bound water) was 
expected to remain in the granulates.  
 
The falling rates can be seen to decline with varying slopes in PH 301 and PH 302 
although their differences may not appear to be very obvious (Fig. 28). The first 
falling rate phase coincided with moisture loss from less accessible crevices where the 
vapor must diffuse out in order to be removed by the air stream. The second falling 
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rate phase required additional energy to break the hydrogen bonds formed between 
water molecules and the anhydroglucose units in MCC so as to release the bound 
water. Loss of this water could be reflected in the second falling rate phase on the 
differential curves (Fig. 28).  
 
Water evaporation was responsible for both mass loss and heat absorption. The latent 
heat of evaporation taken up effectively cooled the surfaces containing moisture. As 
the amount of moisture present decreased, especially after the diffusion limited phase, 
the amount of latent heat absorbed was correspondingly reduced. Consequently, the 
sample would be heated up beyond the wet bulb temperature, approaching that of the 
drying air. As the substrate surface was heated up, evaporation would be facilitated. 
This accounted for the sometimes sharper fall in the slope of the second falling rate 
phase despite bound water being more tightly bound to the particle surfaces. Moisture 
loss from the wet granulates was presented diagrammatically in Figure 29. 
 
2.1.2 Percentage of Bound Water 
Area under the falling rate phase corresponded to the amount of bound water 
associated with MCC particles. The % H2O(b) values expressed as a unit weight of 
MCC powder are shown in Figure 30. Particle size of MCC was found to have a 
significant effect on the % H2O(b) values (ANOVA, p < 0.05). Higher percentages of 
bound water were associated with MCC grades that had smaller particle sizes. This 
was attributed to their larger surface areas available for binding to water molecules 
even though their porosities and pore volumes were moderately low. Once again, the 
importance of particle size on water uptake was noted.  
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Although particle size of Celex was the smallest, it had comparatively larger pore 
volumes and porosities which could accommodate a greater portion of the added 
water. For this reason, its % H2O(b) value was much higher than expected if it were 
solely dictated by particle size. Observed findings for Ceolus 801 could be explained 
similarly.  
 
2.1.3 Thickness of Bound Water 
Bound water has been defined as water that was physically bound to the solid or 
present in the less accessible crevices within the solid. Therefore, when the amount of 
bound water per unit dry weight of MCC powders was expressed as a quotient of the 
corrected monolayer capacity, thickness of the bound water layer could be ascertained. 
This value could also represent the strength of inter-molecular interactions on the 
solid-vapor interface. When the particle sizes (and surface areas) were comparable, a 
thicker layer suggested stronger attractive forces on the powder surfaces. This was 
because these attractive forces were able to operate over greater molecular distances. 
However, extent of molecular interactions at the particle surface was not solely 
controlled by particle size. Other factors such as surface roughness and surface 
defects could also have played a role although it was not investigated in this present 
study. 
  
For a particular MCC grade, bound water layers calculated from the adsorption 
branch were generally thicker than those derived from the desorption branch due to 
smaller Mo and Mo(corr) values associated with the adsorption branch (Fig. 25). As 
previously mentioned in Section 1.6.1, the amount of water vapor present on MCC 
particles was much higher for the desorption process (at any one time) owing to the 
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relative difficulty in desorbing from a filled pore of smaller exposed curvature. 
Therefore, when given the same amount of total bound water, larger monolayer 
capacities associated with desorption led to the formation of thinner layers. 
 
Nonetheless, rank orders of MCC grades with respect to the thickness of their bound 
water layers remained unaffected by the choice of sorption branch used in the 
calculation. In either case, bound water formed at least a single layer of surface 
coverage on the MCC powders though up to 3 layers were seen for the adsorption 
branch (Fig. 31). These findings corroborated with those of Zografi and Kontny 
(1986). Heterogeneity in the powder and particle surfaces accounted for the formation 
of incomplete layers resulting in the indiscrete number of bound water layers obtained.   
 
Disparities in adsorption and desorption values inevitably led to the question of which 
sorption branch to use. While adsorption of moisture onto powder or solid surfaces is 
undoubtedly of profound pharmaceutical significance and thus reported often, 
desorption was thought to be analogous to the loss of water from the wetted MCC 
masses when subjected to drying in the thermo-gravimetric analyser. As a result, 
values calculated from the desorption branch were deemed to be more apposite for 
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2.1.4 Effects of MCC Physical Properties  
2.1.4.1 On ease of water loss (T50% and Temp50%) 
Both T50% and Temp50% were significantly correlated to MCC pore volumes and 
densities (Table 12, Fig. 32). MCC grades that pack better would possess higher 
densities. Within these tightly packed MCC particles existed more tortuous paths 
through which moisture was distributed during mixing and escaped during the drying 
phase. The relative physical difficulties for moisture removal were believed to result 
in higher observed T50% and Temp50% values for PH 301 and PH 302. Conversely, 
moisture was more readily lost from MCC grades that were more porous. 
 
Although crystallinity was not found to markedly affect the ease of water loss, it 
could still have an effect on the amount and ease of moisture uptake by the MCC 
particles. Moisture was reported not to be well taken up by the crystalline regions of 
MCC and was believed to be almost predominantly bound to the amorphous regions 
(Honeyman, 1959; Stamm, 1964). However, water could still be accommodated in the 
gaps between the microfibrils and also in the less ordered inter-linking areas between 
elementary crystallites in the basic fibrils (Krässig, 1993). Water located in these so 
called “intra-crystalline” regions would be much harder to lose due to poorer 
accessibility since they were present in the orderly crystalline cores of MCC particles 
compared to those associated with the amorphous components.  
 
Additionally, more crystalline MCCs would be expected to accommodate less of the 
added moisture since the proportion of anhydroglucose units in the amorphous 
regions of cellulose molecules are identical (Parker and Rowe, 1991). Larger amounts  
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Table 12. Pearson correlation coefficient, r, showing the correlation of T50% and 
Temp50% values with MCC physical properties. 
Thermal Analysis Parameters 







   
Temp50% 
 
Bulk Density  0.934*  0.848* 
     
Tapped Density  0.940*  0.862* 
     
VlowP  -0.818*  -0.867* 
     
VhighP  -0.644*  -0.839* 
     
Vtotal  -0.823*  -0.822* 
     
ε  -0.723*  -0.737* 
* Correlation is significant at 95 % level (2-tailed); 
VlowP and VhighP denote to the volume of mercury intruded at low and high pressures 
respectively; Vtotal denotes the total volume of mercury intruded; 
 ε denotes the porosity.
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of the added water would be present in MCC as loosely bound or interstitial water. 
Consequently, a larger amount of heat energy was required to lose 50 % of the 
moisture in the granulates, as reflected by the higher T50% and Temp50% values.  
 
2.1.4.2 Thickness of bound water layer 
Particle size appeared to control the amount and number of layers of bound water 
present (Table 11, p. 122). Coarser MCC grades were also shown to form fewer layers 
of bound water. This was likely the result of smaller available surface areas for water 
molecules to bind to the hydroxyl groups present on the anhydroglucose units of 
MCC. In the case of PH 302, the very small number of layers formed could not be due 
to its large particle size (139.4 µm) alone since Pharmacel 102 which has a larger 
particle size of 143.4 µm was able to form more than 1.3 layers (Fig. 31). Thus, its 
very low pore volumes and dense powder packing were also believed to have vital 
influences on the relative thickness of its bound water layer. 
 
Effects of crystallinity were related to the monolayer capacities discussed in the 
previous sections (Section 1.6.2). Highly crystalline materials were associated with 
thinner layers of bound water and corroborated with the earlier discussions. These 
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2.2 Rheological Properties 
2.2.1 Effect of Water Content on Torque Profiles 
2.2.1.1 MCC powders 
Measured torques of all MCCs rose with increasing water contents, reaching maximas 
(Torquemax(MCC)) and decreased thereafter until slurries were produced (Figs. 33–34). 
This observation was consistent with the different states of liquid saturation (Newitt et 
al., 1958; Parker et al., 1990). Two MCC grades, PH 301 and PH 302 stood out 
among the MCCs in terms of the magnitudes of their torque values (Torquemax(MCC)) 
other than their respective water contents required to achieve the maximum torque 
values, % H2O(maxT) (Table 9, pp. 93–94). These two high density MCCs were able to 
attain Torquemax at much lower water contents (ANOVA, p < 0.05) while the 
remaining MCC grades had similar % H2O(maxT) values (ANOVA, p > 0.05). 
 
The above findings suggested that these two MCC grades were able to accommodate 
lesser amounts of added water in their interstitial spaces and were more readily 
saturated. Closer packing (as denoted by higher densities) and lower pore volumes 
(indicated by micromeritic parameters) compromised the interstitial space available 
for the added water to reside and were believed to be responsible for their reduced 
water tolerance. This also implied that these two MCCs had higher water sensitivities, 
and would be less able to accommodate changes in water content during granulation. 
These inferences were supported by correlation analysis results which found 
Torquemax(MCC) to be significantly influenced (ANOVA, p < 0.05) by the total mercury 
intrusion volume Vtotal (r = -0.620, p = -0.04), bulk (r = 0.810, p = 0.002) and tapped 
densities (r = 0.795, p = 0.003). MCC grades that were denser and less porous were
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likely to attain higher Torquemax(MCC) values.  
 
Particle size did not seem to affect the magnitude of Torquemax(MCC) although 
Pharmacel 102 generated a slightly higher torque than its small particle size 
counterpart, Pharmacel 101. Torquemax(MCC) values between the five pairs of MCC 
grades which differed mainly in particle size were not found to be different (ANOVA, 
p > 0.05). Interestingly, these findings did not coincide with those of Rowe and 
Sadeghnejad (1987) who concluded that reduction in particle size resulted in lower 
binder requirements for attaining Torquemax(MCC) values which were also of lower 
magnitudes for smaller-sized MCCs. 
  
2.2.1.2 MCC-lactose binary mixtures 
For the MCC-lactose binary mixtures, the general trend of torque changes with 
increasing water content was similar to those of their respective plain MCC powders. 
The corresponding binary mixtures of PH 301 and PH 302 also generated 
comparatively higher Torquemax(blend) values at lower water contents than the other 
MCC blends. Not surprisingly, this was because the overall consistency of powder 
mixtures was mainly governed by MCC rather than lactose. Thus, the relative 
differences between various MCC-lactose binary mixtures were still dictated by the 
grade of MCC present. 
 
Between the MCC powders and their respective blends with lactose, the disparities 
mainly laid on the magnitudes of their torque responses and the water content range 
within which the different states of liquid saturation were observed. For PH 301, its 
Torquemax(MCC) value of 2.02 Nm was markedly higher than its corresponding 
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Torquemax(blend) value of 1.45 Nm. Similarly, for the other MCC grades, the torque 
magnitudes of their lactose blends (Fig. 35) were also lower than those generated by 
the plain MCC powders with various water contents.  It could also be seen in Figure 
35 that the MCC-lactose binary mixtures became overwetted at much lower water 
contents (< 100 % w/w) compared to the MCC powders where appreciable torque 
values were observed up to 200 % w/w (Fig. 33). 
 
Clearly, these disparities were attributed to the high proportion of soluble lactose 
present in the blends which increased the propensity of the powder mixtures to be 
overwetted. Consequently, the amounts of water employed had to be adjusted 
accordingly to ensure that torque responses generated for the MCC-lactose binary 
mixtures were adequate for quantification and differentiation between various 
mixtures. 
 
As earlier mentioned, consistency of the moistened masses was largely governed by 
MCC which served as a binder and water repository to regulate the distribution of the 
added water. MCC’s ability to perform its binding and water regulating functions 
depended on its concentration in a given formulation. Hence, with the high proportion 
of lactose present in the binary mixtures, the reduced magnitudes of Torquemax(blend) 
values were expected.  
 
2.2.2 Theoretical Water Requirements at Capillary State of Liquid Saturation 
Based on their estimated % H2O(cap) values (Table 9, pp. 93–94), the fourteen MCCs 
could be broadly divided into 3 groups: Low, Medium and High. The two high density 
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Figure 35 Variation of measured torque with water content for MCC-lactose 
binary mixtures (3:7) of (a) PH 101, PH 102, PH 301, PH 302, Ceolus 
801, Ceolus 802 and Celex and (b) Emcocel, Prosolv, Viva Pur, 
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MCCs, PH 301 and PH 302 belonged to the Low group since they needed only small 
amounts of added water to achieve capillary stage (approx. 110 % w/w). On the other 
hand, Ceolus 801 and 802, the most porous MCC grades were placed in the High 
group as they were able to contain much larger quantities of water (> 210 % w/w) 
before their internal and interstitial spaces were maximally filled. The remaining ten 
MCCs could hold 135–200 % w/w of water before complete saturation occurred and 
were thus placed in the Medium group.  
 
From Table 9 (pp. 93–94), it was clear that % H2O(maxT) values were distinctly lower 
than the corresponding % H2O(cap) value for the respective MCCs. This was because 
the maximum torque did not occur at the capillary state but rather, between capillary 
and funicular states. Based on the proposed states of liquid saturation by Newitt and 
Conway-Jones (1958), the funicular state is one where the moisture present in the 
inter-particulate spaces coalesces to form a continuous network of liquid interspersed 
with air whereas the capillary state is reached when all the void spaces within the 
moistened powder mass are completely filled with liquid (Augsburger and Vuppala, 
1997). Thus, relatively dry particles in the funicular state are not sufficiently bound 
together to form a cohesive mass which could offer sufficient and detectable 
resistance to the mixer blades during wet massing in the mixer torque rheometer.  
 
On the other hand, surface water associated with cohesive masses present in the 
capillary state served to lubricate and facilitate remodeling of the mass during mixing. 
In either case, measured torque responses were lower than the respective 
Torquemax(MCC) values. Therefore, maximum resistance to the mixer blades during wet 
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massing in mixer torque rheometry arose when moistened MCC particles were 
present between the funicular and capillary states of liquid saturation.  
 
Another notable point was the relative difference between % H2O(cap) and % H2O(maxT). 
For some MCCs (particularly the ones in the Low group), this difference was 
relatively small compared to that for Ceolus 801 (% H2O(cap): 272 % w/w; % H2O(maxT): 
150 % w/w) or Ceolus 802 (% H2O(cap): 213 % w/w; % H2O(maxT): 136 % w/w). This 
observation could be explained in terms of the sensitivity of the moistened mass to 
increasingly higher water contents. For PH 301 and PH 302, consistencies of their 
moistened masses were very sensitive to changes in added water content and this was 
reflected in the sharp peaks present on their corresponding plots of measured torque 
versus added water content (Fig. 33).  
 
On the contrary, the respective plot for Ceolus 801 exhibited a broad plateau (with a 
small peak) which suggested that added water could be accommodated in the large 
inter-particulate spaces within its bulk powder mass without marked changes in its 
consistency. Consequently, a much larger difference was observed between its % 
H2O(cap) and % H2O(maxT) values.  
 
2.2.3 Effects of Mixing Time on Torque  Profiles 
Depending on the water content and MCC grade, rheological behaviors of the 
moistened MCC and MCC-lactose masses differed. Changes that occurred in physical 
properties of the moistened masses, particularly their consistency, were manifested in 
the form of variations in measured torque readings as mixing progressed. In the earlier 
section (Section 2.1.1), regular doses of water were added to the increasingly wetted 
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mass that was continually mixed in the torque rheometer. The observed changes in 
torque readings could be attributed mainly to the effects of water content.  
 
Unlike Section 2.1.1, effects of mixing time were investigated by monitoring torque 
changes (with time) in a powder mass that was wetted after an initial bolus of water 
was added. For every MCC grade, runs using ten different water contents ranging 
from 75 to 220 % w/w were performed. On the other hand, the MCC-lactose binary 
mixtures were tested at seven water contents that ranged from 25 to 55 % w/w. For 
each MCC grade or its respective MCC-lactose binary mixture, the torque profiles 
obtained at all the water contents were collectively plotted on a single contour plot 
where the x- and y-axes represented the added water content and mixing time 
respectively (Section 2.2.3.1). Magnitudes of the measured torques were represented 
by contour lines on the plot.  
 
2.2.3.1 MCC powders 
As each MCC grade responded differently to the effects of moisture and mixing time, 
it is highly improbable for two different MCC grades to have identical contour plots. 
Thus, their respective contour plots obtained under a specific set of conditions could 
be deemed as unique to a particular MCC grade. Indeed, for some MCC grades such 
as PH 301 and Ceolus 802, disparities in their rheological behaviors during mixing 
and granulation could be readily assessed from marked differences in the pattern of 
their contour plots (Fig. 36). 
 
Considerable torque responses were observed in PH 301 (Fig. 36a) even at low 
moisture levels (75 % w/w) and the peak torque was achieved shortly after, at
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Figure 36  Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for (a) PH 301, (b) PH 302, (c) Ceolus 801 
and (d) Ceolus 802. 
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approximately 90 % w/w. Its high water sensitivity was depicted in the narrow 
contour lines which indicated that the consistency of its moistened mass underwent 
dramatic changes with small rises in the amount of water added. Besides, the 
magnitude of torque responses for PH 301 was much higher than the other MCC 
grades (except PH 302) which could be attributed to its high density and low porosity. 
Such dense and closely packed masses made it harder for the mixer blades to shear 
through, yielding larger forces (torques). However, like PH 302 (Fig. 36b), 
overwetting occurred at much lower water contents than the other MCCs grades, 
resulting in the formation of slurries where the mixer blades sheared through with 
minimal resistance. Rheological behaviors of these high density grades, PH 301 and 
PH 302, were not strikingly different (Fig. 36a–b).  
 
Unlike PH 301 and PH 302, Ceolus 801 and Ceolus 802 (Fig. 36c–d) needed 
substantial amounts of water added (100 % w/w) before their wetted massed were 
sufficiently bound to pose any noticeable resistance to the mixer blades. Beyond this, 
appreciable torques could be recorded over a broad range of water contents, up to 200 
% w/w.  Additionally, broad contour lines on their contour plots (Fig. 36c–d) also 
demonstrated the large water-holding capacities of their pores in order to resist 
changes in the overall consistencies of their masses induced by high moisture levels.  
These observations corroborated with the high % H2O(cap) and % H2O(maxT) values 
found for Ceolus 801 (Section 2.2.2). 
 
Emcocel and Prosolv (Fig. 37a–b) displayed equivalent rheological profiles across the 
entire range of water contents tested, regardless of mixing time. Thus, silification did 
not have an effect on granulation and densification of wetted MCC 
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Figure 37 Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for (a) Emcocel, (b) Prosolv, (c) Celex, (d) 
Viva Pur, (e) PH 102 and (f) PH 101.  
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particles even though Prosolv had higher compressibilities (higher bulk and tapped 
density) due to better flow properties imparted by the silicon dioxide. More 
importantly, it meant that the intrinsic ability of MCC to absorb and redistribute water 
was not affected by the presence of flow enhancing agents such as silicon dioxide. 
 
Although Celex, Viva Pur and PH 102 (Fig. 37c–e), were obtained from different 
suppliers and manufacturers, their rheological profiles were not markedly different 
across the range of water contents tested. Close examination of their physical 
properties revealed that these three MCC grades rank very similarly in the VlowP , 
porosity and Kawakita constant, 1/b values. These parameters refer to the pore 
volumes and the cohesiveness of the MCC particles. It appeared that these parameters 
played important roles in the uptake and distribution of added water which, in turn, 
influenced the densification of the wet granulates during mixing.  
 
For the remaining MCC grades, their differences were more subtle and warranted the 
need for more quantitative parameters to distinguish between them (Fig. 38). 
Consequently, the areas under two-dimensional graphs of measured torque versus 
mixing time were determined in the later section (Section 2.2.4).  
 
2.2.3.2 MCC-lactose binary mixtures 
The corresponding contour plots for all the MCC-lactose binary mixtures are shown 
in Figures 39–41. Several obvious disparities could be observed between the torque 
profiles of the MCC powders and their respective blends with lactose. Firstly, the 
MCC-lactose blends were much less sensitive to changes in water than the pure 
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Figure 38 Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for (a) Pharmacel 101, (b) Pharmacel 102, (c) 
M101 and (d) M102. 
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Figure 39  Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for MCC-lactose binary mixtures (3:7) of (a) 
PH 101, (b) PH 102, (c) PH 301, (d) PH 302, (e) Ceolus 801 and (f) 
Ceolus 802. 
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Figure 40  Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for MCC-lactose binary mixtures (3:7) of (a) 
Emcocel, (b) Prosolv, (c) Celex and (d) Viva Pur. 
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Figure 41  Contour plots illustrating changes in torque values (Nm) with water 
content and mixing time for MCC-lactose binary mixtures (3:7) of (a) 
Pharmacel 101, (b) Pharmacel 102, (c) M101 and (d) M102.
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MCC-water mixtures as illustrated by their broader contour lines and negligible 
torque values recorded at water contents beyond 45 % w/w (Figs. 39–41). Secondly, 
the magnitudes of their torque responses were also lower due to the low proportion of 
MCC present. Like the MCC powders, a quantitative evaluation of the MCC-lactose 
binary mixtures was not readily obtained from the contour plots alone. Moreover, 
qualitative comparisons between various MCC grades (and their blends) were not as 
straightforward due to the subtle differences between them. As a result, numerical 
descriptors in the form of cumulative energies of mixing (CEM) were derived from 
the torque profiles to better define the rheological behaviors of MCC grades and their 
blends. CEM values denoted the total amount of energy required to mix the wetted 
mass of a given moisture content within a specified time. These values were 
calculated by integrating the areas under the two-dimensional plots of measured 
torque versus mixing time (Fig. 42) at every water content tested. CEM values of the 
MCC powders and their lactose blends were denoted as CEM(MCC) and CEM(blend) 
respectively (Tables 13 and 15).  
 
2.2.4 Effects of MCC Physical Properties 
2.2.4.1 On CEM(MCC) values 
As the torque responses generated at very high water contents (> 175 % w/w) were 
negligible, their CEM(MCC) values (Table 13) were not considered for subsequent 
correlation analysis. Strong links were established between CEM(MCC) values, physical 
properties (crystallinity, VlowP, Vtotal, porosity, bulk and tapped densities) and W710μm 
and Ws of the MCC grades (Table 14). An interesting observation was the reversal in 
correlation at higher added water contents (> 125 % w/w). For instance, at low added 
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Figure 42 Variation of measured torque with mixing time at (a) 125 % w/w and 
(b) 130 % w/w of added water content for PH 101, PH 102, PH 302, 
Ceolus 801, Pharmacel 101 and Pharmacel 102. 
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water contents (< 125 % w/w), crystallinity, bulk and tapped densities were positively 
correlated to the CEM(MCC) values while VlowP and Vtotal were negatively correlated. 
This meant that at low added water contents, denser and more crystalline MCCs with 
low porosities tended to generate larger torques and thus required more energy for 
granulation. Therefore, MCC grades that were denser produced correspondingly 
denser masses and required more energy to shear. Similarly, more crystalline MCC 
powders contributed to much less plastic deformation, thereby increasing the total 
energy of mixing. However at higher added water contents (> 125 % w/w), 
crystallinity, bulk and tapped densities became negatively correlated to the CEM(MCC) 
values while VlowP and Vtotal were positively correlated (Table 14). 
 
 
The above findings explained the behavior of MCC particles in terms of liquid 
saturation. Very low water contents (75–90 % w/w) corresponded to the pendular 
stage of liquid saturation for most MCCs whereby the powder particles were only 
loosely held together by “surface tension at the solid-liquid-air interface and the 
hydrostatic suction pressure of the liquid bridge.” (Augsburger and Vuppala, 1997). 
These granulates were weak and easily deformed under the shear forces imparted by 
the mixer blades. Thus, CEM(MCC) values were mainly affected by the bulk and tapped 
densities. Denser MCCs required more energy for mixing (Table 13).  
 
With the exception of PH 301 and PH 302, an increase in the water content led to a 
corresponding progression in liquid saturation to the funicular state where the MCC 
particles were held together by thick, lens-like rings of water. Once again, powder 
densities exerted dominant influences on the CEM(MCC) values but the effects of 
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crystallinity and pore volumes also began to manifest. As crystalline powders were 
less readily deformed, more energy had to be expended during wet massing; hence the 
positive correlation observed between CEM(MCC) (at 100–110 % w/w water) and 
crystallinity. On the other hand, granulates of more porous MCC grades were still in 
the comparatively dry stage (funicular or pre-funicular) and were readily broken down 
during wet massing. Hence, more porous MCC grades were associated with lower 
CEM(MCC) values at these moisture levels.  
 
As the added water content increased from 125 to 150 % w/w, void spaces within the 
wetted masses of the remaining MCCs began to saturate (pre-capillary). For most of 
the MCCs in the “Medium” group, their Torquemax(MCC) values occurred within this 
water content range. At this point, formation of liquid bridges between particles in the 
mass was enhanced and their intra-particulate bonds strengthened, making it stronger 
and less deformable by the shear forces exerted.  This led to marked increases in their 
CEM(MCC) values (Table 13). However at this moisture range, the two high density 
MCCs would have been overwetted (droplet state) to generate any appreciable torque; 
hence, the observed reversal in correlation at water contents beyond 125 % w/w. 
While most of the MCC grades were either overwetted or maximally saturated, 
Ceolus 801 and 802 (most porous grades) were still able to accommodate more water 
even when 175 % w/w of water was already added. Consequently, strong correlation 
was still seen between pore volumes, porosity and CEM(MCC) values despite high 
water contents.   
 
Another noteworthy point was the lack of correlation between the CEM(MCC) at 125 % 
w/w and all the physical properties evaluated. From Figure 42a and Table 13, it was 
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clear that all MCCs generated considerable torques at this water content and their 
CEM(MCC) values were not markedly different from each other, including those of the 
high density grades. As a result, effects of MCC physical properties could not be 
amply exemplified. Slight increase in the added water content to 130 % w/w resulted 
in overwetting for the high density grades (Fig. 42b), leading to a drastic drop in their 
CEM(MCC) values and the observed results in Table 14.   
 
CEM(MCC) values at most water contents were also significantly related to W710 μm and 
Ws. The sign of correlation was also reversed beyond the water content of 125 % w/w. 
At low water levels, MCC grades with lower water requirements during extrusion-
spheronization tended to generate higher torques. These MCC grades also tended to 
be denser, more crystalline and less porous as concluded from the previous correlation 
between these physical properties shown in Table 14. Therefore, the influence of 
W710μm and Ws could be explained in the same manner as above. 
 
2.2.4.2 On CEM(blend) values 
CEM(blend) values are shown in Table 15 while the correlation results are presented in 
Table 16. In general, the trend of correlation between cumulative energies of mixing 
and MCC physical properties was not affected by the presence of lactose (Table 16). 
This meant that the effects of MCC physical properties on the CEM(blend) values were 
comparable to those on the CEM(MCC) as discussed in the preceding section. 
Furthermore, a similar reversal in correlation was also observed albeit at a different 
water content (> 40 % w/w). These observations were not unexpected because 
consistencies of the moistened powder masses, as reflected in their torque responses, 
were mainly governed by the MCC component within the binary mixture. MCC’s 
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Table 15. Cumulative energies of mixing (C.E.M(blend)) values of MCC-lactose binary 
mixtures (3:7) from 25–50 % w/w water. 
  





 25 30 35 40 45 50 
PH 101  7.90 10.97 12.20 17.71 18.48 2.57 
   (0.13) (0.17) (2.23) (0.29) (0.83) (0.04) 
PH 102 8.62 9.88 16.24 21.72 18.24 1.84 
  (0.05) (0.04) (1.33) (0.04) (2.76) (0.03) 
PH 301 24.87 37.80 69.34 43.27 7.39 0.89 
  (2.51) (3.42) (0.14) (7.71) (0.89) (0.02) 
PH 302 26.34 41.01 57.25 41.98 1.17 0.89 
  (1.92) (2.28) (2.00) (0.63) (0.09) (0.00) 
Ceolus 801 11.67 13.95 18.92 28.27 39.69 39.11 
  (0.24) (0.26) (0.69) (0.81) (0.21) (0.35) 
Ceolus 802 8.91 13.96 17.39 26.51 33.05 38.59 
  (0.12) (1.13) (0.37) (2.53) (3.14) (0.34) 
Celex 9.76 11.99 19.25 27.71 28.34 2.51 
  (0.69) (1.13) (0.37) (2.53) (1.95) (0.04) 
Emcocel 10.42 13.27 15.19 19.28 23.60 20.63 
  (0.35) (0.21) (0.63) (0.23) (1.68) (0.54) 
Prosolv 9.85 13.40 16.55 22.26 28.24 0.51 
  (0.25) (0.25) (0.26) (1.33) (0.26) (0.00) 
Viva Pur 9.25 11.61 15.09 22.25 17.14 1.94 
  (0.80) (0.90) (0.75) (2.84) (2.04) (0.13) 
10.42 14.45 18.55 28.11 27.73 0.65 Pharmacel 
101 (0.98) (1.20) (0.48) (1.03) (0.60) (0.06) 
9.29 14.64 18.46 20.87 23.20 1.61 Pharmacel 
102 (0.85) (1.11) (1.88) (0.20) (1.67) (0.21) 
M101 11.16 11.69 16.51 24.64 30.12 2.48 
  (0.88) (1.20) (0.48) (1.03) (0.41) (0.12) 
M102 8.97 14.52 21.71 22.40 23.92 1.27 
  (0.77) (1.11) (1.88) (0.20) (6.44) (0.11) 
Values in parentheses represent the standard deviations. 
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ability to control the movement and distribution of water within moistened powder 
masses has been well documented (Fielden et al., 1988; Heng and Koo, 2001, Liew et   
al., 2005). This regulation of water availability in turn, governs the rheological 
properties of the moistened mass.  
 
Compared to the MCC powders, the reversal in correlation between cumulative 
energies of mixing (CEM(blend)) at higher water contents and MCC physical properties 
was less critical. This was because the optimum water contents for spheroid 
production do not usually exceed 40 % w/w since the tendency of overgrowth (lump 
formation) is correspondingly increased at higher water contents.  
 
3 CHARACTERIZATION OF SPHEROIDS 
Spheroids were prepared with Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 and characterized in the 
same manner as that carried out for the other eleven MCC grades reported in the 
earlier work (Heng and Koo, 2001). This ensured that the relevant data needed to 
develop a pre-formulation grouping tool was available for all fourteen MCC grades.   
   
3.1 Extrusion-Spheronization Parameters 
The W710µm and Ws values for Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 were similarly determined 
from spheroid sizing data as previously reported (Heng and Koo, 2001).They referred 
to the water content required to prepare spheroids with a mean size of 710 µm and the 
water sensitivity of each MCC grade respectively. Both parameters could be derived 
from the plot of log dgeo against water content (Fig. 43), where the gradient of the best 
fit line corresponded to the Ws value.  
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A steeper gradient denoted that the MCC grade was more sensitive to water because 
its spheroid size, which was represented by the log dgeo value, grew more rapidly with 
increases in water content. Evidently, a smaller Ws value is more desirable in 
extrusion-spheronization as spheroid formation and growth will be less affected by 
small variations in water content. This would thereby, improve process control and 
minimize the occurrences of overgrowth and lump formation. Thus, the W710µm water 
content would be lower for MCCs that were more sensitive to water contents. In other 
words, a lower amount of water was needed to make spheroids equivalent to 710 µm 
in diameter.  
 
Determined W710µm and Ws values for Ceolus 802, M101 and M102 are presented 
alongside those of the other eleven MCCs for ease of comparison (Fig. 44). 
Correlation analysis was performed to ascertain the influences of MCC physical 
characteristics on these two extrusion-spheronization parameters (Table 17). 
Observed results corroborated with those reported earlier (Heng and Koo, 2001), 
indicating that the effects of MCC physical properties were unaffected by the 
expanded range of MCC grades used. 
 
Particle size and size distribution did not exert dominant effects on the water 
sensitivity and water requirements for agglomerate formation during spheronization 
(ANOVA, p > 0.05). Degrees of crystallinity had been reported to relate closely to the 
propensity for bridge formation during high shear granulation (Pilpel, 1964). MCCs 
that were more crystalline often took up less  water and thus exhibited smaller granule 
growth. This supported the current correlation results (Table 17) where crystallinity 
was inversely related to the W710µm value.   












































































































































Figure 44 Extrusion-spheronization parameters. (a) W710µm and (b) Ws, of all 
MCC grades. Error bars represent the standard deviations. 
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Table 17. Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r, showing the correlation of W710µm and 
Ws values with MCC physical properties. 
 






Particle Size  0.384 0.335 
 
Span  0.307 -0.255 
 




 -0.828* 0.731* 
Tapped Density 
 
 -0.810* 0.670* 
VlowP 
 
 0.622* -0.670* 
VhighP 
 
 0.457 -0.263 
Vtotal 
 
 0.637* -0.638* 
ε  0.528 0.514 
* Correlation is significant at 95 % level (2-tailed); 
VlowP and VhighP denote the volume of mercury intruded at low and high pressures 
respectively; 
Vtotal denotes the total volume of mercury intruded; 
ε denotes the porosity. 
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While porosity and the high pressure mercury intrusion volume (VhighP) were not 
significant in governing water requirements during spheronization, the low pressure 
and total mercury intrusion volumes (VlowP and Vtotal) were. Porosity of MCC is 
composed of intra-particulate (< 10 µm) and inter-particulate pores (> 10 µm) which 
were denoted by the VhighP and VlowP values respectively. As more water could be 
entrapped and contained in larger pores, it was not surprising that VlowP correlated 
well to the W710µm water content. Consequently, MCCs with a greater volume of large 
pores were found to be less sensitive to water content as denoted by smaller Ws values 
(Table 17).  
 
Packing density (bulk and tapped) of MCC played a dominant and critical role in its 
extrusion-spheronization behavior. Densely packed MCC grades possessed smaller 
void spaces which in turn, reduced their capacity for accommodating water. 
Consequently, their pores were more readily saturated and lesser amounts of water 
were needed to prepare spheroids of equivalent size.  
 
3.2 Spheroid Properties 
Friability index, crushing strength, bulk and tapped densities of spheroids prepared 
with several MCC grades at 30 and 35 % w/w water are presented in Figures 45–48. It 
could be observed in most of the characterized properties that both high density and 
low porosity MCC grades, PH 301 and PH 302, were strikingly different from the rest 
of the MCCs. Effects of MCC physical properties, particularly bulk and tapped 
densities as well as the pore volumes (VlowP and Vtotal), had been discussed earlier 
(Heng and Koo, 2001) and shall not be elaborated in this work. It would however, be 
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mentioned that the propensity of wetted powder masses containing MCC to densify 
and deform into spherical particles depended considerably on their packing densities 
and water-holding capacities. As a consequence, MCC grades that packed better 
tended to give spheroids that were denser, stronger and less friable. 
 
Of greater interest and relevance to this present work was the relationship between 
torque rheological parameters of the MCC grades and their spheroid quality. More 
specifically, the feasibility of predicting spheroid quality from torque measurements 
would be explored in the following section. 
 
4 DEVELOPMENT OF A PRE-FORMULATION TOOL TO GROUP 
MICROCRYSTALLINE CELLULOSES AND PREDICT THEIR 
PERFORMANCE IN EXTRUSION-SPHERONIZATION 
The relationship between MCC physical characteristics and several torque parameters 
such as Torquemax and CEM values had been established earlier in Section 2.2. It 
leaves now to examine how this relationship could be harnessed to develop a tool for 
grouping MCC grades and predicting their performance in extrusion-spheronization.   
 
4.1 Relationship between Torque Parameters and Spheroid Quality  
In general, good correlations were observed between the torque parameters 
(Torquemax and CEM) and the properties of spheroids prepared at 30 and 35 % w/w 
water (Tables 18–19). At water contents greater than 40 % w/w, spheroids prepared 
with the two high density MCC grades, PH 301 and PH 302, were too large for flow 
and density determinations using the orifice flow and tapping methods respectively. 
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Furthermore, friability indices of all MCC spheroids were not significantly different 
(ANOVA, p > 0.05) at high water contents because the amounts of added water were 
sufficient to ensure that very strong spheroids were formed after drying. These 
spheroids were able to withstand the abrasive forces encountered in friability testing.  
 
At lower water contents, i.e. < 125 % w/w for MCC powders and < 45 % w/w for 
MCC-lactose binary mixtures, MCC grades that required less energy for mixing 
tended to yield spheroids which were weaker, more friable, less dense but flowed 
better (Tables 18–19). Beyond these water contents, the relationship between 
CEM(MCC) and CEM(blend) values and spheroid properties were reversed although it 
would be reiterated that higher water contents were comparatively less common for 
spheroid manufacture by extrusion-spheronization.  
 
Strong links (Table 20) were also established between maximum torque values of 
both MCC powders and their binary mixtures (Torquemax(MCC) and Torquemax(blend)) 
against the physical properties of their spheroids formed at 30 and 35 % w/w of water 
(ANOVA, p < 0.01).  These correlation results showed that MCC grades or their 
blends which generated higher Torquemax values tended to produce spheroids that 
were stronger, denser and less friable. However, the spheroids produced had poorer 
flowability. A higher torque value indicated that the moistened masses were less 
amenable to remodeling. Therefore, their resultant spheroids were comparatively less 
round and had compromised flowability. MCC grades with higher bulk and tapped 
densities were found to generate larger torques at saturation. As a result, it could be 
inferred that denser MCCs produced denser and less friable spheroids. This inference 
corroborated with the earlier report (Heng and Koo, 2001) where the authors
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concluded that MCC grades which possessed lower water retentive capacities, in turn, 
produced denser spheroids with poorer flow properties. 
 
Collating the correlation results obtained thus far, several important insights could be 
drawn. Firstly, physical properties of spheroids prepared by different MCC grades 
could be readily assessed and compared from the torque rheological parameters of 
plain MCC powders alone instead of characterizing their binary mixtures.  This 
eliminated the extra step of preparing powder blends containing MCC when only the 
comparison between MCC grades would suffice during the pre-formulation stage. 
Also, this finding indicated that the spheronization process was largely governed by 
MCC.  
 
Secondly, the relationship between torque parameters and spheroid properties extend 
over a broad range of water contents. This meant that the choice of water content for 
rheological characterization of MCC grades had not affected the prediction and 
comparison of their spheroid properties critically. Consequently, the need to optimize 
water content for rheological studies during the pre-formulation phase would also be 
minimized. 
 
Furthermore, as torque responses resulted from the summative effects and interactions 
between different MCC physical properties, derived torque parameters for the 
respective MCC grades represented a given MCC grade more comprehensively than a 
single physical attribute. Given the ease and rapidity of determining both torque 
parameters, preliminary evaluation of a given MCC grade for wet granulation 
applications would be considerably expedited.  
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In spite of this, development of a predictive and grouping tool based on Torquemax or 
CEM values alone would not be sufficiently sophisticated or discerning. This was 
because for MCC grades that gave comparable Torquemax values, disparities in their 
spheroid quality were unlikely to be competently predicted from their Torquemax 
values alone. This concern was verified by the comparable Torquemax(MCC) values for 
several MCCs, namely PH102, Ceolus 801, Celex, Emcocel, Prosolv, Viva Pur, 
Pharmacel 101, Pharmacel 102 and M101 (Table 9, pp. 93–94). In fact, their 
respective values were not deemed to be statistically significant (ANOVA, p > 0.05).  
 
Given the considerable differences in their physical attributes (Table 8, pp. 87–88), 
variabilities in their spheroid quality were not to be unexpected. On the other hand, 
there was equal likelihood that these differences could somewhat be balanced out 
during the spheronization process to yield comparable spheroids. Justifiably, this 
concern would not be so pronounced for MCC grades with distinctly different 
Torquemax(MCC) values such as PH 301 and PH 302. Nonetheless, it was imperative to 
refine the approach in order to improve the sensitivity of the grouping. 
 
4.2 Incorporation of Modern Computational Techniques 
Clearly, a single peak value (Torquemax) would not be able to characterize or represent 
the rheological behavior in its entirety. This was especially so when the choice of 
water content that could be employed in spheroid manufacture spanned over a broad 
range. On this consideration, it would be advantageous to use the entire torque profile 
to represent a particular MCC grade in addition to the maximum torque value. A 
complete profile was generated by collating the torque responses recorded over the 
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range of water contents in which the powder mixtures proceeded from an unwetted 
state to a slurry as a function of mixing time.  
 
From the torque profiles presented earlier (Figs. 36–38), it was apparent that a visual, 
qualitative comparison of any two given torque profiles could not discern them 
objectively. It was therefore, necessary to implore the aid of modern computational 
techniques to attain the desired function of pattern identification, recognition and 
classification. In particular, the utility of ANN in pharmaceutical applications had 
been discussed at the beginning of this report (Introduction, Section 1.2.1, pp. 4–6).  
Thus, it was of interest and value to incorporate ANN as a technique for this pre-
formulation tool.  
 
4.2.1 Data Modeling Using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 
Torque rheological profiles of the MCC grades determined in Section 2.2.3 were used 
to train the network. During the training process, rheological profiles of each MCC 
grade was tested against the other thirteen grades and the process was repeated for all 
the MCC grades. In doing so, the inter-unit connections were optimized until errors in 
predictions were minimized and a certain level of accuracy was attained.  
 
Output from the training process of the fourteen MCCs was presented in the form of 
mean square error values and shown in Table 21. On their own, the mean square 
errors have limited usefulness. They merely serve as indicators of the relative degree 
of similarity between any random pair of MCCs. Moreover, these results only allow 
one-to-one comparisons between any two randomly selected MCCs. The numerical 
values obtained were arbitrary and should not be compared across the board to yield 
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Table 21. Mean square error (MSE) values of MCC grades after data modeling using 




























































































0.098 0.046 0.963 0.870 0.033 0.033 0 
 
Emcocel 0.061 0.044 0.746 0.698 0.052 0.054 0.081 
 
Prosolv 0.075 0.046 0.803 0.764 0.064 0.083 0.088 
 
Viva Pur 0.197 0.039 0.739 0.629 0.051 0.132 0.101 
 
Pharmacel 101 0.192 0.037 0.782 0.661 0.043 0.117 0.080 
 
Pharmacel 102 0.189 0.034 0.836 0.696 0.031 0.104 0.065 
 
M101 0.180 0.043 0.809 0.658 0.037 0.115 0.084 
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Table 21 (cont’d). Mean square error (MSE) values of MCC grades after data 







































PH 102 0.048 0.040 0.032 0.033 0.033 0.037 0.045 
 


















Ceolus 801 0.053 0.064 0.049 0.043 0.034 0.037 0.057 
 
Ceolus 802 0.053 0.082 0.128 0.116 0.107 0.111 0.150 
 
Celex  0.080 0.086 0.097 0.078 0.064 0.084 0.120 
 
Emcocel 0 0.025 0.090 0.084 0.095 0.092 0.095 
 
Prosolv 0.024 0 0.076 0.083 0.096 0.083 0.091 
 
Viva Pur 0.089 0.077 0 0.014 0.021 0.020 0.015 
 
Pharmacel 101 0.087 0.080 0.011 0 0.014 0.018 0.017 
 
Pharmacel 102 0.097 0.090 0.015 0.012 0 0.015 0.025 
 
M101 0.088 0.083 0.018 0.020 0.019 0 0.013 
 
M102 0.097 0.093 0.015 0.021 0.030 0.014 0 
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any meaningful conclusions. A mean square error of zero denoted the lack of 
difference. The smaller the mean square error, the more similar were the pair of 
MCCs compared. For instance, Ceolus 801 had a mean square error of 0.017 when 
compared to PH 102 whereas the mean square error between Ceolus 801 and PH 301 
was 0.873. This meant that Ceolus 801 was markedly different from PH 301 but very 
similar to PH 102. 
 
4.2.2 Data Clustering 
Mean square errors alone were not good enough to classify the MCC grades 
objectively since they only enabled the comparison between any two given MCC 
grades and not relative to all the rest. Therefore, an additional clustering step was 
necessary to group the MCC grades in a meaningful and unbiased way. To do this, 
two clustering techniques: multi-dimensional scaling and discrete incremental 
clustering were employed. 
 
4.2.2.1 Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) 
MDS is a technique that involves the analysis of similarity or dissimilarity between a 
given set of factors or objects. Each MCC grade was represented as a point in the 
geometric space and the distance between points were indicative of the relative 
differences between them. In short, it provides a visual depiction of the distribution of 
various factors or parameters in a two-dimensional space. 
 
Using the MDS visualization algorithm, clustering results in two-dimensional space, 
with and without PH 301 and PH 302, are presented in Figure 49. Clearly, the two 





















































































Figure 49 Relative positions of MCCs in two-dimensional space using MDS 
visualization algorithm. a) All MCCs b) Without PH 301 and PH 302. (A: 
PH 101, B: PH 102, C: PH 301, D: PH 302, E: Ceolus 801, F: Ceolus 802, 
G: Celex , H: Emcocel, I: Prosolv, J: Viva Pur, K: Pharmacel 101, L: 
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high density MCCs, PH 301 and PH 302, were distinctly different from the other 
MCCs (Fig. 49a). Hence, compared to them, the other twelve grades of MCC seemed 
to be alike as shown by their extensive overlapping in the two-dimensional space (Fig. 
49a). Differences between the remaining twelve MCC grades were better illustrated 
when these two MCCs were excluded from the same two-dimensional space (Fig. 
49b).  
 
4.2.2.2 Discrete incremental clustering 
While MDS provided a rapid, qualitative assessment of the relative differences 
between MCC grades, there was still a need to define quantitative measures with 
which the MCC grades could be independently grouped. In discrete incremental 
clustering, the stringency of clustering criterion could be adjusted by varying the input 
threshold (IT) value. This parameter took values from 0 to 1 where the most stringent 
criterion was set at IT = 1. This level of stringency meant that the MCC grades must 
be exactly the same, i.e. MSE value = 0, before they would be put into the same 
cluster. As a result, all fourteen MCCs would be presented as fourteen individual 
entities at IT = 1 instead of being assigned to groups.  
 
Conversely, IT = 0 meant that even MCC grades that were entirely different would 
still be grouped together. In this case, the MCC grades would not be differentiable. 
Hence, these two extreme values were not useful or practical in attaining a desirable 
grouping of the MCC grades. In view of these considerations, the IT value for Level 
One stringency (more stringent) was set at 0.9. It was reduced to 0.8 for Level Two. 
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4.3 Effects of MCC Physical Properties on Grouping Results 
Grouping results derived from discrete incremental clustering of the fourteen MCC 
grades are presented in Table 22. Under Level One, Ceolus 802 was grouped 
separately from Ceolus 801. When the stringency level was reduced to Level Two, 
they were grouped together. This implied that these two MCC grades were not exactly 
identical in terms of their interaction with water, despite their supposed close 
similarity. This finding corroborated with the spatial distribution of Ceolus 801 and 
Ceolus 802 on the MDS plot in Figure 49b where these two MCC grades were 
positioned considerably apart from each other. Such observations reflected the 
allowance conferred to the stringency of the clustering parameters. 
 
Close inspection of their physical properties (Table 8, pp. 87–88) revealed that Ceolus 
802 was of a larger mean particle size and denser than Ceolus 801 (ANOVA, p < 0.05) 
although both MCCs can be regarded as the more porous grades among the fourteen 
MCCs studied. Furthermore, the slightly lower W710μm and Ws values (Fig. 44, p. 169) 
of Ceolus 802 (ANOVA, p > 0.05) indicated that less water was required to produce 
spheroids of 710 μm and it was comparatively less sensitive to changes in water 
content. This decreased sensitivity was also reflected in the broader contour lines on 
its contour plot, especially at higher water contents (Fig. 36 c–d, p. 148) which meant 
that the wetted mass was able to maintain the same consistency over a wider range of 
water contents.  
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Emcocel and Prosolv differed in several physical aspects but were grouped together 
regardless of the stringency level (Table 22). Close resemblance of Prosolv and 
Emcocel was also exhibited by their close proximity in Figure 44b. Silification was 
not found to affect granulation and densification of the wet granulates significantly 
although Prosolv had higher compressibilities (higher bulk and tapped density) due to 
better flow properties imparted by the silicon dioxide. More importantly, it confirmed 
that the intrinsic ability of MCC to absorb and redistribute water was not affected by 
the presence of silicon dioxide.  
 
Regardless of stringency criteria, three MCC grades (PH 101, PH 301 and PH 302) 
remained as distinct entities and were ungrouped (Table 22). This meant that their 
rheological profiles were dissimilar to the other MCCs employed in this current study. 
On the MDS plot (Fig. 49b), these three MCC were also distinctly too far from the 
rest of the MCCs for them to be grouped together.  
 
Nonetheless, the above findings reflected the effects of MCCs’ physical and 
mechanical properties on their interaction with water. The major differences between 
PH 101 and PH 102 laid in their particle size, bulk and tapped densities. These 
disparities were sufficient to affect their rheological behavior significantly. Similarly, 
PH 301 and PH 302 differed in their particle size, crystallinity, bulk and tapped 
densities. The two high density MCCs, PH 301 and PH 302 varied slightly in their 
rheological properties but were similar in their lower capacities to accommodate the 
added water in their interstitial spaces and were more readily filled.  
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Physical characteristics of M101 and M102 did not reveal many notable differences 
except in their mean particle size (Table 8, pp. 87–88), densities (Fig. 9, p. 91) and 
extrusion-spheronization parameters, W710μm and Ws (Fig. 44, p. 169). Coarser of the 
two grades, M102, was found to be denser and relatively less sensitive to changes in 
water content. Besides, it also needed smaller amounts of water to make spheroids of 
710 µm size. These disparities in their physical properties did not result in a marked 
difference in their rheological profiles and their subsequent grouping.  
 
Both M101 and M102 were grouped alongside the Pharmacel MCCs and Viva Pur. 
Within this group, no clear relationship or similarities between their physical 
characteristics could be observed. Their assigned grouping could be attributed to the 
combined effects from the interplay between their unique set of physical properties 
that result in their equivalent rheological profiles when moistened. In other words, the 
contributions from the individual property were balanced out, producing similarities 
in the rheological profiles obtained. 
 
For ascertaining the influence of particle size, Viva Pur, Pharmacel 101 and 
Pharmacel 102 were examined. Despite being sourced from different suppliers, Viva 
Pur and Pharmacel 102 had strikingly similar physical properties; their only 
distinction being particle size. On the contrary, the two Pharmacel grades were 
markedly different in several aspects other than particle size (Table 8, pp. 87–88). As 
a result, the influence of particle size would be more aptly demonstrated by 
comparing Viva Pur and Pharmacel 102 instead. Yet, regardless of the stringency of 
discrete incremental clustering parameters applied (Level One or Level Two), all the 
three MCCs were grouped together. Likewise, particle size was not found to have an 
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effect on the rheological profiles of M101 and its large particle size counterpart, 
M102 which were both assigned into the same group, at both levels of stringency for 
clustering. 
 
When the clustering stringency was reduced to Level Two, Celex was assigned into 
Group 1 (Table 22). Close examination of the physical properties of Celex and PH 
102 showed that these two MCCs rank very similarly in the VlowP, ε and Kawakita 
constant (1/b) values. These parameters refer to the pore volumes and the 
cohesiveness of the MCC particles. Thus, these parameters were considerably 
important in water uptake and distribution. Movement of water was also influenced 
by the densification of granulates during mixing.  
 
Further reduction in the clustering stringency (IT < 0.8), caused the fourteen MCCs to 
be divided into two groups: the high density PH 301 and PH 302 in one group and the 
remaining twelve MCCs in another group (Fig. 49a). In view of all the above 
observations, bulk and tapped densities were believed to exert major influences on the 
rheological behaviors of MCCs, corroborating with the results obtained by correlation 
studies. 
 
4.4 Predicting Spheroid Quality Using the Developed Pre-Formulation Tool 
Having grouped the MCC grades and identified their vital physical characteristics that 
governed the observed rheological behaviors, it now leaves to revisit the subject on 
predicting spheroid quality based on the torque measurements. In Section 4.1, the 
relationship between torque parameters and spheroid quality was presented. There 
was however a need to distinguish between the properties of spheroids prepared using 
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MCC grades that possessed comparable Torquemax values. With the aid of ANN and 
data clustering, rheological properties of MCC grades could be more discerningly 
grouped. Collating both sets of results, it could be suggested that MCC grades within 
the same group were likely to yield spheroids of comparable physical properties.  
 
As such, a simple torque rheological measurement may suffice at the pre-formulation 
stage to gauge the quality of spheroids prepared by a newly encountered MCC grade 
prior to actual production. This feature could potentially reduce the number of 
characterization tests required thereby, expediting pre-formulation studies. It also 
provided a basis for interchangeability between MCC grades whenever equivalence of 































PART V. CONCLUSIONS 
Pre-formulation characterization was conducted on fourteen different microcrystalline 
cellulose (MCC) grades. Other than the fundamental properties such as particle size, 
size distribution, crystallinity, porosimetry, compressibility and repose angles, the 
MCC powders were further characterized for their true density, moisture sorption 
behavior as well as avalanche flow properties. Rheological behaviors of their 
moistened powder masses were also evaluated using mixer torque rheometry and the 
loss of water from these moistened powder masses also subjected to drying studies 
using differential thermo-gravimetry (DTG). Subsequent to pre-formulation studies, 
extrusion-spheronization was carried out to prepare spheroids using these fourteen 
MCC grades. Artificial neural network (ANN) and data clustering were employed to 
group the fourteen MCC grades based on their torque rheological properties which 
had been shown to correlate with spheroid quality. 
 
MCC grades exhibited dissimilarities in the physical properties investigated, albeit to 
varying extents. The true density of Prosolv was markedly different from the other 
thirteen MCC grades. This was attributed to the presence of silicon dioxide that was 
added to improve the flowability of MCC. Generally, MCC grades of a larger particle 
size and narrower size distribution were also found to exhibit better flowability than 
their respective smaller size counterparts in all the flow assessment methods 
employed.  
 
More notably, two new flow indices were proposed from the evaluation of powder 
flowability based on their avalanching behavior. The avalanche flow index (AFI) and 




Prosolv over the other MCCs, in particular, its non-silified equivalent grade, Emcocel. 
Reduction in inter-particulate frictional forces due to the added silicon dioxide, was 
quantitatively represented by the higher AFI and lower CoI values associated with 
Prosolv. On the contrary, avalanche flow properties of Emcocel would be erroneously 
concluded as better than Prosolv if calculated using the flow indices proposed by an 
earlier research group. 
 
Monolayer capacities of different MCC grades were determined in moisture sorption 
studies using dynamic vapor sorption. DTG analysis of moistened MCC powder 
masses was able to determine the amount of bound water associated with the MCC 
particles. Smaller amounts of bound water were associated with coarser MCC grades. 
This was due to the correspondingly larger surface areas available for binding to the 
water molecules.  
 
From the vapor sorption and thermo-gravimetric findings, a rapid and simple method 
was proposed to quantify the thickness of bound water associated with MCC powders. 
It was calculated by expressing the amount of bound water as a quotient of the 
corrected monolayer capacity. This parameter could reflect the strength of inter-
molecular interactions on the solid-vapor interface. For two powders with comparable 
particle sizes and surface areas, a thicker layer was suggestive of stronger attractive 
forces on the powder surface because they were able to operate over greater molecular 
distances. Thickness of bound water ranged from one layer for PH 302 to almost three 
layers in M101. Particle size, pore volumes and packing densities were likely to affect 





The two thermo-gravimetric parameters, T50% and Temp50%, reflected the ease of 
water loss from moistened MCC masses. Porous MCC grades such as Ceolus 801 and 
Ceolus 802 were found to have lower T50% and Temp50% values because moisture was 
more readily lost through the relatively larger inter- and intra-particulate spaces which 
provided unobstructed pathways for moisture to escape.   
 
Torque rheological properties of MCC powders and their binary mixtures (3:7) with 
lactose, were monitored using a mixer torque rheometer to investigate the influences 
of increasing moisture content and mixing time. Observed torque responses with 
increasing moisture content were consistent with the different states of liquid 
saturation. In particular, the two high density MCC grades, PH 301 and PH 302, stood 
out from the rest in terms of the magnitude of their peak torque values (Torquemax(MCC)) 
as well as the water content needed to attain the peak torque (% H2O(maxT)). Both 
MCC grades and their respective blends with lactose were able to generate larger 
Torquemax(MCC) and Torquemax(blend) values at much lower water contents than the other 
MCC grades. This meant that PH 301 and PH 302 were able to accommodate lesser 
amounts of water in their interstitial spaces and were more readily saturated. Their 
higher water sensitivities resulted from closer packing and lower pore volumes which 
compromised the space available for water to reside. Contrary to a much earlier report 
by other researchers, MCC particle size was not found to affect the magnitude of 
Torquemax(MCC).  
 
Variation of torque values with water content and mixing time for every MCC grade 
was presented in the form of contour plots. As each MCC grade responded differently 




MCC grades to possess identical or super-imposable contour plots. Consequently, 
their respective torque profiles could be deemed as a unique fingerprint for each MCC 
grade although similarities could exist in certain regions of their torque profiles.  
 
Cumulative energies of mixing for both MCC (CEM(MCC)) and their blends 
(CEM(blend)) were significantly affected by several MCC physical properties including 
crystallinity, pore volumes, porosity and packing densities. It was however, 
interesting to note that the correlation between these physical properties and CEM 
values tended to reverse at water contents above 125 % w/w for the MCC powders. At 
lower water contents (< 125 % w/w), the denser and more crystalline MCCs which 
were less porous often generated larger torques and therefore required more energy 
for granulation. This was because MCC grades that were denser produced 
correspondingly denser masses and required more energy to shear. Likewise, more 
crystalline MCC powders contributed to much less plastic deformation, thereby 
increasing the total energy of mixing.  
 
As the added water content increased from 125 to 150 % w/w, void spaces within the 
wetted mass of the remaining MCCs began to saturate and could be regarded as 
present in the pre-capillary state of saturation. At this point, liquid bridge formations 
between particles were enhanced and their intra-particle bonds were strengthened. 
Consequently, the moistened mass needed greater energies (higher CEM values) to 
mix and shear through. For high density and low porosity MCCs, overwetting (droplet 
state) would have occurred at this water content range and no appreciable torque 




beyond 125 % w/w. A similar reversal in correlation was also observed in the MCC-
lactose binary mixtures albeit at a much lower water content of 40 % w/w.  
 
Torque rheological parameters of the MCC powders and their binary mixtures 
(Torquemax(MCC), Torquemax(blend), CEM(MCC) and CEM(blend)) were significantly 
correlated to the physical characteristics of their spheroids prepared by extrusion-
spheronization. MCC grades which generated higher Torquemax(MCC) values were 
found to yield spheroids that were stronger, denser and less friable. Correlation results 
were unaffected by the presence of lactose and this meant that the extra step of 
preparing powder blends could be eliminated if a rapid assessment of a given MCC 
grade is required.  
 
Despite this, the torque parameters alone were not deemed to be sufficiently 
informative to predict the quality of spheroids prepared by different MCCs, especially 
when their Torquemax(MCC)  values were similar. As a result, the entire torque 
rheological profiles of all MCC grades were utilized to develop a pre-formulation tool 
to group them. This pre-formulation tool employed a combination of artificial neural 
network, in the form of a radial basis function, and data clustering to group the MCC 
grades based on their rheological behaviors.  
 
Training results from the neural network were presented in the form of mean square 
error values. On their own, these values have limited usefulness as they merely served 
as indicators of the relative degree of similarities between any random pair of MCCs 




thirteen grades. A mean square error of zero indicated the lack of difference. The 
smaller the mean square error, the more similar were the pair of MCCs compared.  
 
An additional clustering step was performed using two clustering techniques: multi-
dimensional scaling and discrete incremental clustering. These two techniques 
complemented each other in the grouping of MCCs because multi-dimensional 
scaling provided a qualitative means of comparison while discrete incremental 
clustering quantitated the differences between them. Both PH 301 and PH 302 were 
distinctly placed apart from the remaining twelve MCC grades which appeared to be 
very alike due to extensive overlapping shown in two-dimensional space. The twelve 
MCC grades were better differentiated when PH 301 and PH 302 were excluded from 
the data set used in multi-dimensional scaling.  
 
Two levels of stringency criteria were used for quantitative clustering using discrete 
incremental clustering; Level One being more stringent than Level Two. Emcocel and 
Prosolv remained grouped together (Group 2) regardless of stringency criteria. This 
strongly suggested that the intrinsic ability of MCC to absorb and redistribute water 
was not affected by the presence of flow enhancing agents such as silicon dioxide. 
Like Group 2, MCC grades in Group 3 (Viva Pur, Pharmacel 101, Pharmacel 102, 
M101 and M102) were not altered by the level of stringency applied. Within this 
group, no clear relationship or similarities between their physical characteristics could 
be observed. It was likely that individual contributions from their respective physical 





PH 101, PH 301 and PH 302 remained as single entities under both Levels One and 
Two. This meant that they were dissimilar to all the other MCC grades employed. 
Despite subtle disparities in the rheological behaviors of Ceolus 801 and Ceolus 802, 
the grouping system was sensitive enough to separate both MCCs under Level One. It 
was not until the relaxation of stringency that Ceolus 802 was grouped together with 
Ceolus 801.  
 
Collating the correlation results between the torque parameters and spheroid 
properties as well as the ANN grouping results, this research work has successfully 
developed a pre-formulation tool to group MCC grades and to predict their 
performance in extrusion-spheronization. This tool will not only expedite pre-
formulation studies in MCC but it could also facilitate MCC selection and provide a 
basis for interchangeability between MCC grades sourced from different suppliers. It 
can also aid in the selection of equivalent alternatives that are already present in 
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